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Holy Cross community mourns the deat s o
Professors Vannicelli and Waldbauer
By LIWAYWAY REILLY
and RENATA SADUNAS
Professor Maurizio
Vannicelli of Holy Cross'
political science department
died suddenly in his home
Wednesday. Vannicelli, who
had been with the college since
1982, suffered a heart attack,
according to Associate
Chaplain Kim McElhaney,
acting director of the
Chaplain's office.
Vannicelli, a native of Italy,
graduated from high school in
Rome and came to the U.S. to
attend the University of
Massachusetts-Boston, where
he earned his bachelor's
degree in 1975.
He did ids giaduaie work
In government at Harvard
University which awarded him
his master's degree in 1977 and
his Ph.D. in 1983.
One of the most popular
teachers at Holy Cross,
Vannicelli specialized in
international relations and
foreign policy.
He worked closely with the
students as an adviser to
several organizations and
programs on campus,
including the Hanifly-Howland
Lecture Series, the
Washington Intern Program
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I Professor Maurizio Vannicelli
and the Foreign Diplomats
Program. He also served as
director of the Study Abroad
Program.
He was among the faculty
members who were
instrumental in founding and
developing the International
Studies concentration, the
Spring Forum on War and
Peace, the International
Affairs Forum and the Peace
and Conflict Studies
Concentration. Over
the years, he continually in
involved in campus lectures
and debates.
An authority on the NATO
countries, he was the co-author
of one book on
Eurocommunism, The
Communist Parties of Italy.
France and Spain: Post-war 
Change and Continuity (1981),
and one on the political
strategy of European trade
unions, Unions. Change and
Crisis: French and Italian
Union Strategy and the
Political Economy. 1945-1980
(1982).
Vannicelli also authored or
co-authored many articles for
scholarly journals on foreign
policy, the situation in the
Mediterranean, and Italian
politics and literature. He had
written about a dozen book
reviews for The Sunday
Telegram since 1986.
During his academic
career, Vannicelli received
fellowships from the Agnelli,
Danforth and Ford
foundations. He was an
academic associate of the
Atlantic Council of the United
States.
Vannicelli is survived by a
brother, Primo, of Cambridge,
and his mother, another
brother and several nephews in
Rome.
Vannicelli's death came as
a shock to all levels of the Holy
Cross Community. Apparently,
the Worcester Police
(Continued on Page 6)
Cush and Sully
squeeze past
Aieta and Devine
By CHRIS SERRES
ASST NEWS EDITOR
Matt Cushing '92 and Mike
Sullivan '92 will be the new
Student Government
Association (SGA) co-chairs
for the 1991, '92 academic
year.
Cushing and Sullivan
defeated Nick Aieta '92 and
Eileen Devine '92 in the
general election on Wednesday
by a mere eight votes. Out of
830 students who voted, 419
voted for Cushing and Sullivan.
Only 32 percent of the
student body voted in
Wednesday's general election,
slightly less than the 33 percent
turnout in the primary
election.
After spending two months
campaigning and hours talking
with students, administrators,
and faculty, both sides were
disappointed with the low
voter turnout.
"Despite all the
campaigning, the general
student population is still
uninformed," said Aieta. He
said the close margin of victory
shows that voting does matter.
The major theme of the
election was improved
communication between the
SGA, students, and the
administration.
In the debate between the
two tickets on Wednesday,
Cushing said the basic role of
the SGA is "to elicit the voice
of the students and then make
.Professor Suzanna Waldbauer
By DAN DUFF
NEWS STAFF
Professor Suzanna
Waldbauer, a member of the
Music Department since 1969,
died at age 63 from natural
causes on Tuesday, March 12,
at her home in Cambridge.
The Holy Cross Chamber
Players dedicated its March 14
performance of "A Concert of
20th Century Music" in
remembrance of her and of the
many fine contributions she
made to the Holy Cross
Community. A memorial
service will be held for her
after Easter vacation.
Professor Carol Lieberman,
the acting chair of the Music
Department remembers
Waldbauer as the "founder of
the Holy Cross Music
Department." After coming to
Holy Cross, Waldbauer led the
efforts for the construction of
the Music Library in the late
1970's.
Through her work, the
Music department separated
from the Fine Arts department
in 1980. She became the
dep2..tment's first chair, and
helped to establish the music
major at Holy Cross. Many of
the departments most popular
courses, including the
Renaissance Music and the
Beethoven, Mozart, and
Wagner courses were
developed by her.
In addition, Mrs.
Waldbauer helped to establish
the fine tradition of
instrumental performance
heard every week at Holy
Cross. It was her belief that all
students, majors and non-
majors alike, should be
afforded the opportunity to
learn about and perform music
they found exciting.
Waldbauer invited
mwicians who specialized in
(Continued on Page 3)
Matt Cushing and Mike Sullivan emerge the victors in this
week's SGA elections.
sure that voice
and clear."
Throughout the campaign,
Cushingand Sullivan
emphasized the need to make
the SGA more efficient. They
plan to abolish ineffective
is heard loud student committees and
streamline the others.
The newly elected co-chairs
also plan to inform committe
members' more adequately of
•
(Continued on Page 4)
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5 OFFICERS CHARGED WITH
MURDER IN SLAYING OF A
SUSPECT IN QUEENS Five New
York City police officers were
arraigned on murder charges
yesterday in the death of a car-theft
suspect who the Queens District
Attorney said was punched, kicked,
and strangled as he was being arrested.
These charges come at a time
when the prevalence of police brutality
is being debated nationwide because of
the beating of a man in Los Angeles
that was videotaped by a passer-by.
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U.S. ENVOY: WE WERE DUPED
BY 'STUPID' SADDAM
Ambassador April Glapsie, breaking a
months-long silence, said yesterday
she and the United States were duped
by Saddam Hussein into believing he
wouldn't invade Kuwait.
She was strongly criticized
after Iraq released a transcript of her
meeting with Saddam in which she
allegedly told him the Bush
administration had "no opinion on ...
your border disagreement with
Kuwait."
rent
PURDUE BRINGS CRIME INTO
THE OPEN. Prompted by student
claims that Purdue U. was hiding
campus crime data, the university
police began publishing Crime Line, a
monthly booklet containing
information about rape, theft, suicide,
and drug-related violations. The
report, modeled after a similar
publication at the U. of Louisville, also
includes safety and security tips from
the campus police.
ESCAPE DORM FOOD WITH 'ZA.
Students at Georgia Tech who wish to
avoid "jackpot casserole" in residence
hall cafeterias may now order
Domino's pizza and bill it to their
Tech Express Cards. Domino's will be
able to look up the cards' balance and
forward receipts to the school's dining
service because of employee shortages.
SEX, SPORTS, AND
PERFORMANCE ANXIETY.
Athletes who perform in th: bedroom
before performing on the field show
no less passion for sport than their
abstaining teammates, according to
preliminary research by Colorado
State U. Professor Loren Cordain.
Cordain gave 10 athletes agility and
endurance tests the morning after sex
and the morning after five days of
abstinence--and found no difference.
He admits "it wasn't a comprehensive.
Pre-Law Day
Sunday April 7, 1991
Hogan Campus Center
1:30 - 4:15
Literature Room
Keynote Speaker
Associate Justice John M. Greaney '60
Supreme Judicial Court
Admissions Seminar
Lawyers and Law Students panel
Vic1;70 of Law School campuses
All Years Welcome
KAUFMAN FILES LIBEL SUIT IN
RESPONSE TO DEM CHARGES
White House political director Ronald
Kaufman filed a scathing legal
counter-claim charging former Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis and two other
state democrats with "libel, slander,
invasion of privacy" and other
violations stemming from the
. Democratic Party's lawsuit against
him.
JACKSON HITS BILLION
DOLLAR NOTE Michael Jackson
and Sony signed a partnership deal
Tuesday that Sony says is worth a
potential $1 billion to him. The deal
involves record, film and TV projects.
study," but hopes "we can get hold of
Playboy magazine" for help with
funding further research. "It's one of
the most popular things to come out of
this lab."
EXPENSIVE LIE. A municipal judge
has blasted a clear message to the
Ohio State U. community: Tell the
truth about reporting rape--or face the
consequences. Michelle Ann Yentes, a
OSU student, was convicted in
October 1990 of filing a false rape
report. Now, she must pay OSU police
a whopping $15,659 for their trouble ir
investigating her case. The judg
termed the stiff fine "appropriate and
well-documented."
MARCH 22, 1991
"We're proud and delighted
that one of the greatest artists of our
time will be associated with Sony
Music...for many years," said Sony
Music president Tommy Mottala.
U.S. SHOOTS DOWN IRAQI
WARPLANE A U.S. jet fighter shot
down an Iraqi warplane over Saddam
Hussein's hometown in the first air
attack since the cease-fire in the
Persian Gulf war.
U.S. officials said the Iraqi
plane was flying in violation of the 3-
week-old truce, but they said the
engagement did not signal a new
round of fighting.
"My task as a professor is
to challenge you, to make
you interested in the
subject matter. It is also
your duty to be self-
challenged."
-Pr. Maurizio Vannicelli
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Vandals attack P.O.
security vehicles
By MIKE CULLITY
NEWS STAFF
Three incident's of on-campus
vandalism, two involving Hogan Post
Office boxes and one aimed at two
campus security vehicles, have
occurred in the past month, campus
police said Wednesday.
Post Office Manager Bob Plante
reported that thirty P.O. boxes were
damaged the week before spring
break. Additionally, he said that five
boxes were similarly targeted on the
Monday after students returned from
break.
Plante said that the vandals used a
type of industrial glue to seal the locks
and hamper the combination gears of
the boxes. He added that a note with
the word "Nemesis" written on it was
found attached to the vandalized area
following each incident.
Plante said that the vandalism, like
that which occurred in the O'Kane
basement computer lab, necessitates a
"decision whether to leave boxes open
or not." Students currently enjoy 24-
Waldbauer
(Continued from Page 1)
various instuments to
teach at Holy Cross, and she instituted
the Beethoven prize in 1983 for the
best historical or analytical essay on
music or original composition by a
graduating senior.
But perhaps her most important
contribution to the Holy Cross
community is what Lieberman called
"the incredible breadth of knowledge
which Professor Waldbauer shared
with all her students." Born in
Devavanya, Hungary, she came to the
United States in 1947 and attained a
European backround which most
teachers of the arts never experience.
Professor Shirish Korde, the chair
of the Music Department, said that she
was an "alive, empathetic, and dynamic
person with a wide range of
experiences." Both Lieberman and
Korde remember her as "a true liberal
arts professor."
Maryalice Mohr '92, said that
"Mrs. Waldbauer" was a very caring
person, who was a true friend of her
students." Diana Walker '91, who
enrolled in several of her courses, said,
"Professor Waldbauer was always
interested in what we (her students)
thought," and that she was "a very
hour mail access, but Plante raised the
possibility of locking the mail area
doors at night to prevent further
incidents.
Plante asserted that because the
vandals sealed the boxes, they are
"dealing with a federal situation."
According to him, delaying the mail is
a federal offense.
"It is not our goal to shut down,"
Plante concluded. He urged students
to keep their eyes open for
unfamiliarities in the mail area.
In a separate incident this past
Sunday evening, both campus security
cruisers were temporarily disabled by
a foreign substance placed in their gas
tanks, according to John Donovan,
director of Campus Security. Donovan
said that both of the relatively new
vehicles needed to be serviced
following the incident.
Donovan said that although the
culprits may have thought they were
"getting back at security," they were
only "hurting the student body" by
depriving the campus of full
protection.
positive, energetic, and encouraging
teacher."
Waldbauer graduated from the
Franz Liszt Academy of Music in
Budapest, and recieved a degree from
the New England Conservatory. She
was a pianist who performed
throughout New England, Mexico, and
Europe. She was a concerto soloist for
the Vermont Symphony, and a
dedicated member of the Holy Cross
Chamber Players.
Waldbauer specialities included
performance of literature for two
pianos and mixed chamber music
repertoire.
According to Korde, music was
Waldbauer's "life source." He said that
for her, knowing the music of
Beethoven or Mozart was more than
just knowing the notes because she
understood the context in which many
of their pieces were composed.
Professor Nym Cooke of music
department called her "a very musical
person and a fine pianist."
Waldbauer's contributions to the
Holy Cross music department will not
soon be forgotten. As Korde put it,
"She was one of the most distinguished
professors in the history of Holy Cross
College.
SafePlace is...
a support group for persons
who have lost a relative or close friend to suicide.
The group meets bi-monthly at the Grace Church (corner of
Union and Pearl) in Framingham. There is no fee. Please call
for further information.
(508) 875-4500
(508) 478-7877
The
Samaritans
of South Middlesex
73 Union Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701
Mass marks beginning
of African-American
Week at Holy Cross
By ROSALINDA DEJESUS
NEWS STAFF
"I must glorify God concisely and
briefly" were the words of the
Reverend Andre Wyllis. Wyllis, of the
Union Baptist Church in Cambridge,
was the guest celebrant at this
Sunday's mass sponsored by the Black
Student Union. The mass marked the
beginning of African-American
Experience Week at Holy Cross.
Wyllis' sermon presented the small
audience with three important
concepts and ways to apply these
Jesus triumphs after the turmoil
because he has a victory over death.
Wyllis said that these concepts can
be applied to our everyday lives in two
ways: "Triumph comes for Jesus
because he is angry. Jesus affirms that
there are only lessons to learn in
deaths. Just as Lazarus was funky and
stinky when he rose from the grave we
must become funky and stinky in order
to build bridges, yet we will triumph in
the end."
As part of African-American
Experience Week Wyllis encouraged
the Holy Cross community to build
bridges in order to better race
Wyllis said, " Jesus triumphs after the turmoil
because he has a victory over death."
concepts in order to make African-
American Experience Week a more
meaningful one. The three concepts he
took from the story of Lazarus in the
Bible are turmoil, time, and triumph
after turmoil.
For Jesus, the turmoil is that news
is brought of Lazarus' death, he said.
Secondly, he said Jesus' perception of
time is a theocentric one in which He
waits for God to move him. Finally,
relations and carry this out throughout
the rest of our lives.
Sponsored by the Black Student
Union, African American Experience
Week offers a wide range of cultural
and educational activities from Sunday
to Saturday, March 17-23. The week
will end with a comedian in the
ballroom at 9 p.m. followed by a
cabaret dance in the ballroom at 11
Free
Catalog OF GOVERNMENT BOOKS
The U.S. Government Printing
Office has a free- catalog of new
and popular books sold by the
Government. Books about
agriculture, energy, children,
space, health, history, Business,
vacations, and much more. Find
out what Government books are
all about. Send for your free
catalog.
Free Catalog
PO. Box 3'000
W'ashington DC
20013-7000
MEDICAL SCHOOL
WHO WILL PAY YOUR EXPENSES?
The Navy will, because the Navy has a medical
school scholarship program for you if you qualify.
The Navy offers two-year, three-year, and four- year
scholarships up to $100,000. You'll be provided the
opportunity to devote full time to your studies and
let the Navy take care of the finances. In addition to
paying all of your tuition and fees, the program
reimburses you for books and supplies and gives you
a stipend.
If you have been accepted to or are already
attending medical school, you can start your appli-
cation for a Navy scholarship now.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL NOW...
1-800-257-1919
YNAVY OFFICER Full dSpeedeAlleaacil
 •16
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Former Kuwait hostage relates his ordeal
By SHEILA TORMEY
NEWS STAFF
Dr. Robert Morris '62 spoke on
March 13 in the Hogan Ballroom,
describing his captivity in Kuwait for
over three months last winter.
Morris said he had been following
Saddam Hussein's actions closely and
was not surprised when the invasion
began on August 26. From his
apartment windows in Kuwait City, he
wathched Iraqi soldiers infiltrate the
streets and buildings below.
As soon as he was sure it was in
fact an invasion, Morris called his
sister in Boston, and she began calling
television stations.
vehicles simmering in the 130 degree
heat - the Saudi desert is one of the
hottest places in the world, said
Morris.
Despite the crowds, Morris
attempted to cross the desert but his
car sank in the sand. If a car does not
travel quickly enough over the sand,
said Morris, it will automatically sink.
Though he was pulled out by a
Kuwaiti, he got stuck again and
eventually had to abandon his car.
Morris said he ended up hitch-
hiking back to Kuwait City that night,
carless. Of those, 321 who attempted
the crossing died of dehydration, said
Morris.
Morris returned to his apartment
"The Voice of America is a mouthpiece of
the State Department which isn't always
accurate."
-Robert Morris '62
Meanwhile, in Kuwait City, Morris
watched mirage jets fire rockets in to
the Government Centre, he said.
Republican guards entered his
apartment building, harrassing and
even raping some Oriental women.
Morris said his first attempt to
escape was a Southern route by car,
where the borders were rumored to be
open. The roads proved too crowded
and Morris tried to leave by Kuwait's
North border into Saudi Arabia.
However, crossing the Saudi
dessert was impossible without a four
wheel drive, Morris was told. He
described an endless horizon of
in Kuwait City. He said he was
horrified at the inaccuracy of news
reports he saw in those initial days.
"The Voice Of America is a
mouthpiece of the State Department
which isn't always accurate," he said
Within days Hussein issued an
order that any Kuwaitis hiding
Westerners would be executed. With
10 other people, Morris was hiding in
the apartment building. Palestinians
and Jordinians were being offered
money to turn Westerners in, and
Morris and his fellow captives began to
run out of food. They feared the water
would be cut off.
Cushing and Sullivan . . .
(Continued from Page I
their role in
student government. Cushing said in
Wednesday's debate that they would
force students to resign their
committee posts if they cannot fulfill
their designated roles.
"We are not students by
bureaucracy," said Cushing. "We
cannot have the SGA 'spinning its
wheels' while things need to get done."
Cushing and Sullivan also call for
more efficient fiscal control by the
SGA of student groups. They propose
giving student groups the "absolute
minimum" and then "doling out" funds
if the groups need more.
They also advocate the creation of
a "congress of colleges," in which
students of Worcester's nine colleges
gather periodically to devise orginal
ways to help the Worcester
community.
Improved student services was the
main theme behind the Aieta and
Devine ticket. They called for a
revamped judicial board, a 24 hour
study space, better student athletic
facilities, more campus telephones,
and making sure the Crusader comes
AIR FORCE ROTC MAY
BE IN YOUR FUTURE
EVEN IF IT'S NOT ON
YOUR CAMPUS.
There are some colleges
and universities where Air Force
ROTC is not offered...
Which doesn't mean it's not available.
Call or visit the Air Force ROTC detach-
ment listed and ask about the "crosstown" pro-
gram. All the benefits could still be yours: eligibility for
two-through four-year scholarship programs ... the lead-
ership development opportunities ... the officer's com-
mission when you graduate and more. Call
DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
508-831-5747
 AID gle'Ve—
Dr. Robert Morris was in Kuwait during the Iraqi invasion.
The Crusader/1.J. Kiely. Jr.
With admiration, Morris described
Iman, a Syrian man who had attended
George Washington University. Iman
risked his life to protect the group of
Westerners.
"He never flinched and he never
failed us," said Morris "He's an
extraordinary human being." Iman
supplied them with food and did
whatever was neccessary to keep the
Iraqi soldiers, who were inhabiting the
lower floor apartment, from
discovering Morris' group. At one
point that entailed breaking the
elevators and welding stairwell doors
shut.
Morris said one of his greatest
moments of depression during the 115
out every week.
Sullivan said in Wednesday's
debate that there simply is not enough
money available for much
improvement. They called for students
to examine priorities because the
administration currently cannot
expand funding for any programs.
"We must work within the system
of the college to reallocate funds," said
Cushing.
Whether or not a pro-choice group
should be recognizPd by the SGA was
a major issue of the campaign.
Cushing and
days of captivity was when the
American Catholic Bishops announced
their lack of support for George
Bush's offensive. Morris himself said
he fully supported the offensive.
"There's no evidence that sanctions
would have worked," he said.
On December 2, equipped with a
forged passport, Morris tried to leave
Kuwait City for Baghdad. On
December 7, Saddam granted allowed
all Westerners to leave.
"Holy Cross gave me that support
to think logically," said Morris. "I think
the principles I learned here helped
me."
Cushing said the SGA cannot
officially support a pro-choice group
unless it conforms to the new Holy
Cross mission statement which is
currently being revised. Until the
mission statement is done, then the
SGA cannot take a position.
The primary election was not
nearly as close as the final election.
Cushing and Sullivan received 287
votes, Aieta and Devine received 286,
and the remaining 283 were fairly
evenly split betwen Brian Paquette '92
and Kevin Panders '93, and Patricia
Jones '92 and Theresa McCollum '92.
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Coleman's Shoes
52 Millbury St.
Worcester, MA 01610
(508)755-5688
*Come in for a free catalogue
*Different styles to choose from
*MC,VISA,Discover,AMEX
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The Careers Calendar
A NEW RESOURCE FOR
THE JOB SEARCH IN THE
NON-PROFIT SECTOR
Community Jobs, the
Employment Newspaper for the Non-
Profit Sector including Opportunities 
in Non-Profit Organizations offers
feature stories on today's job market,
news bulletins on developments most
affecting the non-profit sector, profiles
of public service professionals, and
dozens of current job listings in all
areas of the country. An indespensible
tool for the non-profit job seeker!
INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
Oceanus Magazine, one of the
world's leading publications in the
field of marine science, currently has
an opening for a part-time summer
intern at its offices at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution in Woods
Hole, Mass. This volunteer position
offers extensive experience in a small
publishing house with the chance to
learn the basics of desktop publishing,
advertising, and publication business
operations - hands on.
Additional details and contact
information are available in the Career
Resource Room, Hogan 203.
NEW IN THE CAREER
RESOURCE ROOM
in Government and Non-Profit
Organizations Career Fair" on
Thursday, April 4 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Kneller Athletic Center.
All students seeking
internships, full-time, part-time, or
summer positions in government or in
the non-profit sector are encouraged
Whether you're relocating for to attend and to explore the options
a new job, figuring out where to start open in social service agencies,
out, shopping for a new locale, or just advocacy groups, community agencies,
interested in learning how your current cooperatives, citizen action groups,
area stacks up against other cities, and a number of other organizations.
you'll find Places Related Almanac
(Prentice Hall) an outstanding source
of the latest information on the quality
of life in over 300 metropolitan areas.
Find out about the fastest-
growing job markets, the most
affordable places to live, the cities with
the most museums, theatres, and
libraries, the best and worst traffic
laws, and even the most accessible pro
sports stadiums in this comprehensive
guide.
SPECIAL EVENT
COMING NEXT WEEK
Tuesday, March 26
"Graduate School Seminar"
Workshop at 4 p.m. - Hogan Campus
Center.
"Interviewing Skills"
Workshop at 4 p.m. - Hogan Campus
Center.
Interview Sign-Ups! - Seniors
selected for interviews with the
following companies may reserve their
interview times: Readak Educational
Clark University will be Services and IDS Financial Services
hosting the 3rd Annual "Opportunities (Framingham).
MliO4IMIIMK)IMD4)OIMIMK).SINIM.04111111111POCMIIIIIII1P41PGIIIIIIII.CMMINWOMIIIIIP4114MIIIIIPOIMM14N11lIlMKNMIIIIKNIIMINOKKMIMDO4MIIIIWMIIMINKP41111M11N1- )4/1
RESERVE NOW FOR 1991 - 1992
AT
(CAMBRIDGE STREET APARTMENTS!
College Square
• 9 Month Lease
• Convenient Location
• Security Building
• Free Off-Street Parking
• Substantial Savings vs.
On-Campus Housing
Typical Interim
RENTS PER PERSON INCLUDES HEAT AND ELECTRICITY
Plan A
Furnished
Plan B Plan C
Semi-Furn. Unfurnished
Loft Bedroom - 2 Persons: $375 $340 $300
Loft Bedroom - 3 Persons: 300 275 260
One Bedroom -2 Persons: 350 310 275
One Bedroom - 3 Persons: 300 275 260
Two Bedroom -4 Persons: 325 305 278
Two Bedroom - 5 persons: 300 285 250
4 Persons: Basement Unit 250 225 200
Call for details
E.W.F. MANAGEMENT 835-2067
Wednesday, March 27
Resumes must be submitted
by all seniors wishing to pursue a
position as a Financial Planner with
IDS Financial Services - Framingham.
Deadline: 4 p.m.
Wednesday, April 3
"Graduate School Seminar"
Workshop at 4 p.m. - Hogan Campus
Center.
Multi-media Information
Session for IDS Financial Services -
Auburn. 7 p.m. The Ramada Inn -
Auburn.
Thursday, April 4
"Opportunities in
Government and Non-Profit
Organizations Career Fair" - Clark
University - 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday, April 5
Resumes must be submitted
by all seniors wishing to pursue a
position as a Financial Planncr with
IDS Financial Services, Inc. - Auburn.
Deadline: 4 p.m.
CLASSIFIEDS
Apartment A va lable.
2nd/3rd floor apartments available
at 17 Bo:; n Street. Call Paul Hoey
at 885-7441 or ,eitve message on
machine.
Need B 'irer Grades?
Grad sc -14- 0. probation. arwly par-
ents, any r,:ason! Discover secrets
one afternoon. Satisfaction guaran-
teed! Bonus gift. Send $5.00 to:
HEC, 13 S-.:hussler Rd.,' Suite 2B,
Worcester MA 01609
Bright new 3rd floor, 2 bedroom
_condo at 1;20 Southbridge. Street.
Living room, modern kitchen, gas
heat, cenlral air conditioning,
washer aid dryer, refrigerator,
stove, parking. Available July I
199 I . Rese .ve now for best offer at
S840 per rionth.
Cal
Instant Passport Photos
10% Discount
Portraits-Gm aduat ion-Weddings
Melikian Studio
421 Main Street (Downtown)
Worcester, Ma
754-7106
Call for appointment I 1:00-5:30
Sky-lit Autumn Chase apartment
available from June 1,1991. 2
bedroom with fully applianced kitchen.
Accomodates 3 people. Beds provided.
12 month lease preferred. Call
Steve at 865-4433 (day) or 865-2492.
Condo, for rent - top floor - 920
Southbridge St. 2 bedrooms - off street
parking - laundry - Avail. June 1. 797-
9061 Eves.
CONDO AVAILABLE!
Bright, new 3rd floor, 2 bedroom
condo at 920 Southbridge Street.
Living room, modern kitchen, gas
heat, central air conditioning
washer and dryer, refrigerator,
stove, parking. Available July 1,
1991. Reserve now for best offer at
$840 per month. Call 508-756-3513
X.185, after 7 call 508-865-7257.
NIIIMIND411111111.4111411111=14 M11111111.0411111•0411111111.04111110•04mboilliir04111J
(508) 875-4500
(508) 478-7877
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Vannicelli...
(Continued from Page 1)
Department and
Holy Cross Campus • Security
responded to a call by students in one
of Vannicelli's seminars.
Because of his insistence on
punctuality and attendance, the
students were concerned by his
absence at the class.
"It's a tragedy," Dean Frank
Vellaccio said Thursday.
Many students agreed as they
remembered the man who had a
profound impact on their lives.
"He taught me how to live life with
passion and tried to tell me how to
overcome my fears," said E.J.
McAdams '93. "He taught me how
stupid it was to be scared."
"I feel incredibly privileged to have
known him and to have been affected
by him," said Gerry Giamio '91. "This
man was singlehandedly my mentor."
"If we tried to emulate him we'd be
doing scholarship and academics a
great service," said Susanne Cloeren
Illy Climber
'91, an art history major who attributes
her Fulbright scholarship to
Vannicelli's encouragement.
"I still can't really believe it," said
Professor George Lane of the political
science department to his class
Thursday afternoon. "As the students
know better than I, he was a truly great
teacher. He was lively, stimulating,
witty, full of fun and above all his
concern for the students, all the
students, his own and any others he
came in contact with."
"To me he was always a very
generous colleague," said Rev.
Anthony Kuzniewski Si. of the history
department. Kuzniewski said he
worked with Vannicelli this summer
while translating some antique letters
from Italian, which were vital to Holy
Cross' archives. "This is the kind of
diversity he brought to the faculty."
A memorial service was held
Wednesday night. As of Thursday,
funeral arrangements were not yet
determined.
Need someone to talk to?
Remember us? The Samaritans.
We are here for you.
To listen.
To care.
24-hour Confidential Hotline
Amsterdam • Brazil • Calif E West Coast • Frame • Paris*
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Lawyer seeks students
to help needy tenants
By SHEILA TORMEY
NEWS STAFF
A spokesman for the Legal
Assistance Corporation of Central
Massachusetts, a federal organization
which handles legal cases for tenants
who cannot afford lawyers, visited
Holy Cross Monday to recruit student
help.
Joel Feldman, a lawyer with the
corporation, said the current residents
of the 1,200 units at Lincoln Village
may face increased rent rates or be
forced to buy their residence at prices
they cannot afford.
Feldman's interest in the subject is
both personal and professional. The
numerous families requiring legal
assistance, about 1,200 of them, would
overwhelm the corporation, he
explained.
Resident contract changes at
Lincoln Village today are the result of
government loan agreements in the
1960's and 1970's, Feldman said. He
said the government offered low
interest loans (1-3 percent) to builders
willing to construct housing for low
income families. In exchange for the
low interest loans, builders agreed to
keep rent rates low.
The loans were arranged for 40-
year payback periods, with the
stipulation that after 20 years, an
owner could pay off the remainder of
the loan in bulk, Feldman said. Once
the loan payments were completed, he
said, the owner has total jurisdiction
over the rent rates and can also sell the
property.
Those stipulations seemed
practical in the '60s and '70s because
• here's a clean, cheap place to
trash for the night without a
reservation')
• How can a woman avoid harass-
',VW on the streets of Paris?
• Where can you go at 3AM for
good blues and a bowl of bisque?
You'll never see the soul of a
country if you look through the
eyes of a Wrist
Finally, a travel series that
gives you everything you need to
know to feel like a local.
For those ready to see the
world for what it is, The Real
Guides
present real estate inflation rates were
not anticipated. Now, however, after
20 years, owners can make huge
profits through the sale of the property
or increased rent rates, based on
current real estate inflation, said
Feldman.
In 1987, Congress passed a bill
which complicated the process of
paying off the remainder of the loan,
thus discouraging owners to do so.
Then in 1990, Feldman said, an act was
passed to give the tenants the option of
influencing rent rates or buying their
residence.
"One of the things I want to do is
provide the tenants with enough
information to make the right choice,"
said Feldman. He said he hopes to
educate a group of Holy Cross
students of the laws concerning the
situation. Afterwards, they will be able
to help educate and organize the
tenants.
Naturally, he said, tenants are
nervous about getting involved
because they are afraid of eviction.
Their landlord has several advantages
over them, such as money and a
thorough knowledge of the laws, said
Feldman.
"The landlord is often the biggest
obstacle in this," said Feldman. "The
approach at the beginning is often not
to talk to the landlord at all."
Feldman has so far spoken to
about 80 Lincoln Village residents.
They seemed receptive, he said. One
student concern was the extent of the
implications of the undertaking. "I feel
comfortable as long as I'm being clear
about what we can do for [the
tenants]." said Feldman.
Jennifer Patterman '94 suggested
taking the rest of this semester to learn
about the laws pertinent to this issue.
Then, next semester, students could
begin talking to residents.
Other students seemed eager to
begin talking to residents immediately,
to assess whether organizing them is
feasible or not before investing the
time studying the laws. About 14
students attended this introductory
meeting.
If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside,
would you still smoke?
a • Mexico • Morocco • New York • Peru • Portugal • Scandinavia • Spain • Yugoslavia • Women Travel
t n 44. 0 0..0.10 a a a•C .o a a 0 a   ca-aP ar a a OS-SIS-Ss-4.....MIS.S. iff-1111,4W-4111... W a S. Sr Plo St .1, PS S. S y•e- 10. PO
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES BULLETIN BOARD
Sears grant awarded
for second year
By CHRISTINE DAVENPORT
NEWS STAFF
For the second consecutive year,
Holy Cross has been selected to
participate in the Sears-Roebuck
Foundation's "Teaching Excellence
and Campus Leadership Award
Program." This award recognizes top
faculty members at nearly 700 of the
nation's leading private liberal arts
colleges and universities based on their
leadership and resourcefulness.
The winning faculty member will
receive $1,000 and the institutions will
receive a grant ranging from $500 to
$1,500 based on enrollment.
The program is administered
nationally by the Stamford, Conn.-
Based Foundation for Independent
Higher Education (FIHE) and
regionally by Harry Herrick, executive
director of the New England Colleges
Fund.
At Holy Cross, the winning
professor will be chosen by an
appointed committee from among the
tenure-track teaching faculty. The
selection committee includes: the
members of the Committee on
Professional Standards (Ross Beales,
Deborah Boedecker, John Carter,
Tom Cecil, and Mary Lee Ledbetter),
Dana Scholar Amy Burke '91,
Campaign Director in the
Development Office Tom Ryan '76,
Dean James Kee, and Vice President
for Academic Affairs Frank Vellacio.
Nominations for the award were
solicited from Holy Cross faculty,
administration, and students. On the
basis of the letters of nomination, the
committee will select finalists, decide
whether additional information is
needed, and award the qualified
professor professor. The recipient will
be presented with the $1,000
honorarium at a formal ceremony
during the week of April 29.
Last year's recipient was Professor
Edward Callahan of the English
department. Holy Cross will receive an
accompaning $1,500 institutional
grant.
In announcing the award, Rev. John
Brooks Si., Holy Cross president said,
"As a Jesuit instituion dedicated to
undergraduate liberal arts education,
Holy Cross has always sought to foster
excellence in teaching.
"We are pleased that the Sears-
Roebuck Foundation has maintained
its longstanding partnership with
independent higher education by
continuing this teacher recognition."
IT MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT WEEKEND
OF YOUR LIFE!!
CATALYST: OCT 5-7, Univ. of illirvsis at Urbana Champaign
National Student Environmental Conference
• Benefit Concert for the Earth with Billy Bragg
• Ralph Nader, Helen Caldicott, Cesar Chavez,
Winona LaDuke, Robert Redford, and more
• Launch SEAC's Corporate Action Campaign
• 3,000 students march for environmental rights
S • E •
For more information contact: SEAC, 305 W. Elm, #20
Urbana, Illinois 61801 217-333-2440
ATTENTION: STUDENT GROUPS
If you wish to be included in the .
Student Activities Bulletin Board,
submit articles to Hogan 505 on
Monday by 7 p.m. of the publica-
tion week. All submissions should
be typed, double-spaced, and no
more than 500 words. Include writ-
er's name, address, telephone
number, and name of organization.
The views expressed by the organizations in "Student Activities
Bulletin Board" are nbt necessarily those of The Crusadet
WHY TAKE
ALL YOUR
STUFF HOME
WITH YOU
THIS SUMMER?
Store at U-Haul and
everything will be waiting for
you when you get back in the
fall! We're close to campus, so
call today and reserve your
space now. U-HAUL
U-Haul Center Worcester
495 Shrewsburg St.
Worcester, MA 01604(508) 752-7005
SCOHAH announces
"The Hunger Cleanup"
By CAROLYN SHEEDY
SPECIAL TO THE CRUSADER
Hey! Holy Cross, SCOHAH has a
great way for you to get involved in the
local community and play a small role
in helping to alleviate hunger. "How is
this possible?", you ask. "The Hunger
Cleanup" is what we will reply. Yes,
that is right, the second annual Hunger
Cleanup is on its way. Saturday, April
13 is the exciting day that you have all
been waiting for since our last years
outing experience.
For those of you who missed the
fun filled experience last year let me
fill you in on the details of the Hunger
Cleanup. The Hunger Cleanup is an
event that runs along similar line to a
walk-a-thon. The participant gathers
sponsors to pledge money for three
hours of cleaning up around the local
area. (And no, cleaning up your room
is not one of the designated spots.)
SCOHAH has picked various
locations around the city where our
help is desperately needed. Two of the
sites are lots which future low income
housing will be built. It is our job to get
down there and clean like madmen
(and of course madwomen) to prepare
these lots for building.
As we all realize, affordable
housing is greatly needed in the
Worcester area, especially during
these tough economic times. The
money that all of our enthusiastic
participants collect goes to two
separate places. Half of it will be sent
to an international foundation that
puts the money into research and
development to help find solutions to
third world hunger. The money is put
toward seed development and
agricultural advancements. The other
half of the money goes to the
SCOHAH cooperative on Canterbury
Street in Worcester.
Our co-op has finally gotten off the
ground and the Hunger Cleanup
money that we collect will be invested
in it. The SCOHAH cooperative is thz
small part that Holy Cross and
SCOHAH have banded together to
face the problem of housing in our
local area.
SCOHAH is currently attempting
to coordinate our effort with other
area schools. Clark, Assumption, and
Holy Name High School are already
signed up to participate in the cleanup.
We will provide the tools, we need you
to help do the rest, and show those
other schools that Holy Cross is
interested in the fight against hunger.
So now that your conscience has
been tugged at, and you have that
tremendous desire to participate in
this great event, you need to know how
to get involved. That is the easy part.
Just stop by any SCOHAH meeting
(held every Monday at 9:00 p.m. in
Hogan) or give one of us a call; Tricia
756-8006, Nick 793-8506, or Carolyn
792-3220.
Harvard archaeologist leads
expedition at Sardis
By TRACY FISHER
NEWS STAFF
Harvard archaeologist Jane A.
Scott presented a slide lecture Monday
of the Lydian, Greek, and Roman
remains at Sardis in modern western
Turkey: The executive director of the
Sardis expedition spoke on the
excavations and its developments in
the last ten years.
In 1970 Scott began her connection
with Sardis. Now as executive director
of the excavation it is one of her
responsibilities to make sure the
material and extensive research of
discoveries are published.
Scott shared with the audience
anecdotes and interesting discoveries
as an archaeologist of Sardis. One of
these findings was that of an iron
helmet from the Persian War (the
Persian Wars were launched from
Sardis against Greece). According to
Scott, it is rare to find pieces of armor
at the sight of these battles because
normally the armor would be
presented to a shrine of a god.
Near the helmet a skeleton was also
found and determined to be a 26-year-
old male in a defensive position. -a
stone still remained in the hand of the
skeleton as the soldier's last defense
before he was killed.
Scott outlined the various physical
structures and products uncovered by
the tedious excavations. Presently the
focus of the Sardis excavations is on
the newly discovered wall surrounding
part of this ancient city.
The project is sponsored by
Harvard and Cornell Universities. In
addition it receives support from
variety of scientific foundations.
The lecture was co-sponsored by
the Holy Cross classics department
and the Worcester Society of the
Archaeological Institute of America.r,.....,........041111111.41141111111104■1=414111111111141411111111.0M11114N111111110411111104X
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY 
SummeratBrandeisUniversity
Session I: June 3 - July 5/Session 11: July 8- August 9
• Pre-medical Sciences
• Foreign Languages: intensive, on-campus
and overseas
• Comprehensive Theater Arts Programs
• Chamber Music Workshop
• Liberal Arts & Economics
* Over 100 Courses In All Areas
• Small Classes Taught By Brandeis Faculty
• Close to the excitement of Cambridge/Boston
For information, catalog and application.
Sumrvier School
Brandeis Universfty
1....411141111=0111.P.O. Sox 9110 • Waltham, MA 02254-9110 • (817) 746.3424.. .........04111 1111 100 11111414=1.0 041111111111114 114 414011111110001t
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Holy Cross alumnidiscusscompetition
journalistsbroadcast 
By JEN DORAZIO
NEWS STAFF
"Journalism is my vehicle for social
change. I feel like I've made a
difference," said Joseph Bergantino
'73, one of three featured alumni
panelists at Wednesday evening's
presentation of "Careers In Broadcast
Journalism" held at the Hogan
Campus Center.
Bergantino, along with Margaret
La Vigne '77 and Brian Leary '77,
presented their opinions and insights
in the field of broadcast journalism as
part of a monthly effort by the
Counseling Center and Career
Planning Office to bring alumni back
to share their job experiences with
present students.
Leary, an anchor for WCVB-TV
Channel 5 in Boston, said "I initially
wanted to go to law school." Leary
began his broadcast career in
Worcester as a radio sports announcer
and then moved to WITS radio in
Boston and finally to Channel 5.
Leary did go to law school, but
finally focussed on television
journalism full-time. He strongly
encouraged writing as a necessary
background for any type of journalism
career.
"The most important thing you can
do is write," said Leary. "Forget about
the broadcast part of it and focus on
journalism."
Leary suggested taking "courses
that will give you strong basic
knowledge" in areas such as
economics, science, and politics.
Writing for television "is a practiced
talent," he said.
Leary said there are two kinds of
people in broadcast journalism.
"There's the people who fall into the
business - these tend to be the very
good people. Then there's the people
who kind of like television - these tend
to be the worst people."
"Don't turn down a job in
broadcast journalism," Leary said
about getting started."The job
prospects aren't all that rosey."
La Vigne, who has had on-air and
producing experience, as well as a talk
show, said you have to have good
writing skills along with patience and
stamina.
"I've always been fascinated by
television," she said. "There's nothing
better ... but there's a lot of
disappointment."
Broadcast journalism is "not a
nine-to-five job," said LaVigne. "Work
shouldn't be work, it should be fun.
Television for me isn't a job."
Bergantino, who worked on The
Crusader at Holy Cross, landed his
Leary said there are two kinds of people in
broadcast journalism. "There's the people who fall
into the business - these tend to be the very good
people. Then there's the people who kind of like
television - these tend to be the worst people.
La Vigne, a program director at
WSBK-TV, Channel 38 in Boston, said
she came to Holy Cross and always
wanted to be a writer. La Vigne, an
English major, said writing skills are
extremely important.
Following an eight-week secretarial
course, LaVigne got her first job at
WITS radio in Boston. "Radio is a
marvelous training ground if you want
to go into television," she said.
first job at a newspaper in Washington
D.C. by "banging on doors," he said.
He suggested two ways to get into the
field of broadcast journalism. He
suggested graduate school or work as
an intern at a television station.
However, he "strongly recommend(s)
newspaper or radio now to get into the
business. I don't recommend people
start at networks," he said.
Bergantino attended the University
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.
ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.
TO FIND OUT MORE: CONTACT' CAPTAIN MICHAEL SLAV IN
AT (508) 752-7209 or 831-5268
of Missouri for broadcast journalism.
The school is an actual NBC affiliate
that broadcasts to central Missouri. "It
was an incredible experience,"
Bergantino said.
After working as a producer for an
investigative reporter in New York, at
he NBC affiliate in Miami, and then at
a local Boston station, Bergantino
landed his job at ABC as a news
correspondent based in Boston.
"(Broadcast journalism) is a very
demanding business. It requires a lot
of patience ... it's all-encompassing.
My job is my lifestyle," said
Bergantino. "It's important to be
interested in the news ... you're on the
cutting edge of history," he said.
"Unfortunately," said Bergantino,
"it's not the time to get into broadcast
journalism. The industry is going
through terrible retrenchment. The
jobs are getting fewer and the pay is
getting lower."
"Specialization is the key," he said,
"but even those jobs are few and far
between."
Bergantino stressed internships
and encouraged interns to "impress the
people you're working for. Take the
initiative. Go the extra mile."
Looking back on her career choice,
LaVigne says broadcast journalism is
"not the kind of profession you can
leave behind. I don't have any regrets -
that's the important thing."
"Television no longer just covers
the news; it is the news," she said.
DOING TAXES
CAN MAKE YOU
FEEL GREAT.
ESPKIALLY
WHEN 'THEY'RE
SOMEONE ELSE'S.
If you have a basic apti-
tude for math and the desire
to help others, you can get
a lot of satisfaction by volun-
teering your time and skills
to people who need help
doing their taxes.
' 80,000 people already
have. Join them.
To find out about the free
IRS training program, call
1- S00-424-1040now.
A Pubic Serv.ce of Fri al
Thts Publicaton e:)(nlic Service
Volunteer now.
And you'll make someone's
taxes less taxing later.
a. Ark
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Earning respect at Holy Cross
To the Editor:
Sitting in class one day I noticed
and African -American student in a
black shirt with an outline of Africa
overlapping an outline of the United
States. Sitting next to this student was
an African -American student wearing
around his neck an outline of Africa
with a red, green and yellow frame.
These articles are common around
campus and so I thought about them
and what they mean.
These students celebrate their
culture and are trying to get people to
realim the significance of it. They
want respect and equality.
Traders were bringing African
slaves into this country for two full
centuries. Families were torn apart
and human dignity was cast aside. A
vast culture, spanning an entire
continent was decimated.
Even after legal emancipation "de
jure" discrimination continues. The
statement in the shirt and the necklace
say that there is a strong African
culture that is trying to survive and that
the people are facing the same
struggle.
As I thought more about this
.situation, I realized how much my
thinking has been affected by the shirt
and the necklace. Neither student was
making a bold proclamation and the
message was not directed at any
person or group specifically. Africa
and its people have a rich cultural
tradition and a long and important
history. That tradition and history
need to be treated with equality and
respect.
Rather than complaining about
injustice, they began by treating their
own tradition with the equality and
respect which they expect of others. In
this way, they won my respect.
These articles of clothing and the
story they represent led me to thinking
about Yolanda Williams '90. She
produced what she called a choreo-
poem about female, African-American
writers in this country. This
performance demonstrated the rich
and proud culture which existed in
Africa prior to the arrival of slave
traders.
Through dancing and acting, the
audience saw how this culture was
violently torn from its homeland in the
same way that the clothes were ripped
from the slaves. When the
performance was over, the student
sitting next to me was crying and my
only hope was that everyone in this
country could witness this powerful
performance.
Two years ago, the B.S.U. invited
Julius Erving, a world renowned
basketball player, to speak here at
Holy Cross. Erving did not speak
about racial equality or injustice. He
cautioned youth against drugs and
other pitfalls of modern society. Yet,
just like the Africa pendant which
students wear, his very existence
became a powerful message. He came
to represent for me an African -
American who achieved greatness
both on and off the basketball court.
As a role model for us all, Erving
showed that African-American
deserves equality and respect.
Ms. Williams and the B.S.U. treated
their own tradition with the respect
which they expect of others. In this
way, they won my respect.
I then started thinking about the
women of Holy Cross and their effort
to gain equality and respect. Their
approach has been more aggressive as
they urge the use of sex inclusive
language and decry sexist remarks and
advertisements. They do not meet
With the same respect. It is frustrating
when a female student interrupts me
for using "he" as a pronoun whose
antecedent could just as easily be a
female. This rude interruption
belittles the issue of equality for
women.
Last spring, the Women's Forum
Journal included a feature on sexist
graffiti in men's bathrooms around
campus. The last page of the journal
was designed to look like a bathroom
wall with sexist vulgarities directed at
women. Inside the journal were
articles dealing with this problem.
plenty of groups of women on campus.
The attacks of Nemesis are directed at
the Women's Forum because Nemesis
does not like the stance which the
Women's Forum has taken on
women's issues. If the Women's
Forum followed the example of the
B.S.U. there probably would not even
be Nemesis.
Colleen Fenton, in the most recent
issue of the Women's Forum wrote a
poem. In this poem, Ms. Fenton
discussed childhood memories that she
loves. She mentioned doing things as a
little girl which she can no longer do
and that this makes her sad. However,
she should not be sad; the reason she
can no longer do those things is
because she is now a woman, and that
is a reason for joy.
That very short poem had a more
powerful message than all the rest of
t he journal and it made me have a new
respect for the author and for women.
In treating herself with the respect and
dignity that she expects of others, Ms.
Fenton was able to win my respect.
"Women have achieved great things as politicians,
leaders, artists, and in many other ways. Must they
worry about what is being written on bathroom
walls?"
Women deserve to be treated equally
and with respect.
Women have achieved great things
as politicians, leaders, artists and in
many other ways. Must they worry
about what is being written on
bathroom walls? Is the fact that my
mailman could just as easily be a
mailwoman and should be referred to
accordingly, that important that it
needs to be dealt with?
Women respond that these
scribblings are a symptom and not the
disease itself. The remarks are simply
a manifestation of the bigger problem
which is an attitude of abuse toward
women. No! These scribblings are a
manifestation of immaturity of college
students, not hostility to women. This
is evidenced in the fact that women are
not only recipients of such lavatory
aggression.
In the last four years an incredible
amount of abuse has been heaped
upon men's rugby, men's crew and
Navy R.O.T.C., which is
predominantly male. These
organizations do not respond because
the graffiti represents hollow and
worthless immaturity. The response
by the women to these scribblings,
again, belittles the problem of equality
for women.
- The actions of Nemesis seem to
support the argument that the
bathroom scribblings are in fact a
manifestation of hostility toward
women. No! Nemesis is hostile to the
Women's Forum. The Nemesis letters
which appeared in the Crusader were
addressed to the Women's Forum, not
the women of Holy Cross. If Nemesis
wanted to attack women, there are
The Journal should have more
articles about the rich culture of
womanhood. What women are
famous? What women are role models
for all of us? The Journal could have
biographies on famous women such as
Sandra O'Conner, Elizabeth Dole or
Mother Theresa. What obstacles have
these women surmounted? Surely
these articles would meet with great
praise and earn much respect for what
women have achieved. Even an
entertaining short story, having
nothing to do about women's issues,
would foster a sense of respect for
women.
Many times I have noticed the van
outside the library which is sponsored
by the Women's Forum. Because of
this van, female students are able ,to
get home safely at night. I respect this
effort made by the Women's Forum
and the effort that was made to obtain
that van. Just like Ms. Fenton's poem,
and just like the shirt my classmate
was wearing, this van makes a
powerful statement. By treating
themselves with the respect which is
expected of others, they win my
respect.
The people who have won my
respect are the people who showed
themselves the respect which they
expect of others. Ms. Fenton earned
my respect with her poem as did my
African-American classmate by
displaying cultural pride. If you tell
people to respect you, they will forget
and continue being disrespectful. If
you show people that you do deserve
respect, then they will respect you and
they will maintain that respect.
Steve Bruderle '91
Wrestlemania VII
Picks
--"The Mountie" Jacques Rougeau
will sizzle Tito Santana like a helping
of refried beans.
--"The British Bulldog" Davey Boy
Smith will whallop The Warlord and
his pimpy manager Slick.
--"The Texas Tornado" Kerry Von
Erich will alamo Canadian
strongman, the real boring Dino
Bravo.
--The Legion of Doom, Hawk and
Animal, are going to make Power
and Glory, Hercules and Paul Roma,
whimper.
—"The Million Dollar Man" Ted
DiBiase is going to send his former
bodygaurd, the uncharasmatic Virgil,
back to unemployment,(and is going
to break the rest of "Rowdy" Roddy
Piper's bones for good measure.)
--The Undertaker will let the 104-
year-old "Superfly" Jimmy Snuka rest
in peace (finally!)
--The Hart Foundation, Bret
"Hitman" Hart and Jim "The Anvil"
Neidhart, will lose their precious
Championshiop belts (purchased at
Woolworth's), to Jimmy Hart's Nasty
Boys, Brian ICnobbs and Jerry Saggs
(what, no nicknames?)
--The supposedly best Japanese team
around, Tenryu and ICatteo, will
probably beat Demolition, Smash
and Crush-- but, either way, who
cares?
--The cutey Rockers, Marty Jannetty
and Shawn Michaels, will prove how
silly Haku and the Barbarian really
are, not just as wrestles but as
people.
--The inhuman mass of fatty tissue,
Earthquake, will shatter Greg "The
Hammer" Valentine (much to 'every
one's relief.)
--In a strange unprecedented
"Blindfold Match", Jake "The Snake"
Roberts will make "The Model" Rick.
Martel look into the face of
doom.(000h!)
--The Big Bossman will avenge those
nasty comments made about his
mom and arrest the Intercontinental
Title from Bobby Heenan's charge,
"Mr. Perfect" Curt Hermig.
--In a special "Retirement Match",
the Ultimate Warrior, already
complimented for pulling the plug on
that annoying Brother Love, will
dethrone "The Macho King" Randy
Savage (but, that's not the last we'll
see of Savage, I assure you!)
—And, in the Main Event, the
immortal Hulk Hogan, the only Real
American, with his 24-inch Patriot
pythons, will squash that traitorous
Sgt. Slaughter, who will prove to be
even less effective than those SCUD
missiles!
The Total Package
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Rock and its role
Over spring break I went to see a
movie that many of you have probably
seen by now: Oliver Stone's portrait of
The Doors. Though the film served
both as a portrait of a disturbed artist
and as a commentary on an anarchic
era, it also produced images that,
intentionally or otherwise, raised
issues about a number of related
topics, notably the place of rock n' roll
in the mass culture of American
society.
Dan McLaughlin
The film's concert scenes,
particularly one scene with an outdoor
concert complete with a huge, pillared
altar-like stage and a bonfire,
reminded one of nothing so much as
huge demagogic rallies. The drug-
induced frenzy of the crowds and their
cultic admiration of Morrison brought
striking similarities to the great Nazi
rallies, notably at Nuremberg (alluded
to obliquely in film through Morrison's
early projects as a UCLA film
student). The parallels, in fact, are not
accidental.
Communist movements, rock provides
an outlet for pent-up frustrations and
disillusionment.
Christian fundamentalist groups,
noting rock's connections to violence
and drugs and the seeming "idolatry"
attached to the imagery and ( in
extreme cases) the satanist posturing
of hardcore metal groups, have
branded rock as "Satan's music." One
could perhaps concur that the tumult
and cultic status of many successful
groups and the trancelike fervor often
excited by even the most seemingly
harmless artists deserves this
appellation. It should be noted,
however, that those who cannot seek
relief in a guitar may find it in a gun.
As an ardent fan of even a few of
the more satanic performers on the
rock n' roll scene, it is my firm
conviction that the subculture of rock
music, while creating some of the
allure of drugs and danger, has often
provided American society with a
strange sort of shelter in turbulent
times by giving an outlet to the young
and the dissatisfied. In recent times
there has been concern over the
"The subculture of rock music, while creating some
of the allure of drugs and danger, has often
provided American society with a strange sort of
shelter in turbulent times."
Rock music's place in our society
does, in fact, fill the very same void
that totalitarian movements seek to
fill. First, there is the need for a
unifying voice; tremendously disparate
groups may give themselves over to the
frenzy of the moment in the forum of a
concert. Second, many rock fans (and
most rock musicians) come from a
variety of groups that are frustrated or
disenfranchised in society, including
rebellious or insecure teens, burned-
out drug addicts, the unemployed, the
brokenhearted, soldiers, political
extremists and protest groups - in
short, anyone with an open wound or a
grudge. Like extremists Nazi or
Irish Pride
To the Editor:
I'm a sophomore and I've now seen
two St. Patrick's Days here at school.
I'd like to express some of my
disappointment at the way in which it
is celebrated. As someone of primarily
Irish descent and as one who has spent
a summer working in and travelling
around Ireland, I find the attitude
which surrounds St. Patrick's Day to
be an embarrassment. I can only
interpret what I see as either a
sofnplete lack of respect for, or a total
misconception of the Irish people.
To my knowledge, the drinking
which goes on here in no way
resembles anything to be found in
Ireland. Certainly the Irish drink; pubs
are a central element of Irish life. It
seems to me, however, that when
people drink in Ireland they are rarely
loud and arrogant, even when they are
drunk. On the contrary, drinking is
something very civil and primarily
commercialization and domestication
of rock; good rock music owes nothing
to anyone and is always a little
dangerous.
Much of this is created by older
musicians performing for the
frustration of older fans. Never to
fear, however; as long as there is
frustration and pain, there will be rock
to exorcise those demons. That
cathartic function, shared by all but the
most bland of discotheque dance
tracks, is what gives rock its vitality, its
role as a less dangerous heir and
alternative to classless mass political
movements, and its enduring air of
danger and rebellion.
Of course Ireland has more than its
share of alcoholics but let me offer the
novel suggest;on that this is not the
strain of our tradition which we should
be taking pride in. We have an
extremely rich cultural heritage which
stands completely independent of
alcohol.
I can't claim to be an authority on
Ireland, but let me clarify a few things
for some apparently confused people:
the Irish do not hold twelve hour
drinking marathons, they do not stand
up on tables and throw food all over
their cafeterias, and they do not dye
their hair green and wear leprechaun
outfits. In fact, they take little note, if
any of St. Patrick's Day.
So if you want to celebrate Ireland,
learn the history, learn the poetry,
learn the music; it's a fantastic culture.
But please don't make a drunken fool
of yoyrself: it's an insult to the country
you're trying to honor.
"Irish Pride"
Jim Rogers '93
Top Ten Nice Things
About the New Kids
10. They lip-sync to their own 5. They're not from
voices. hometown.
MY
9. The New Kids on the Block
thoughtfully oppose the use of 4. You know they don't take
styrofoam packaging. " drugs. And they never will.
8. When they sing "Hangin' 3. They can identify each andTough"...well,you can tell that
every instrument they arethey really mean it.
supposed to play.
7. They make even Debbie
Gibson look like a visionary
prodigy.
6. Wild rumors that Johnny,
the "little new kid", is coming
to Holy Cross.
2. Those zany on-stage antics.
1. Finally! A band that
doesn't make us feel so
embarrassed about digging
Duran Duran!
THE POWER TO DECLARE WAR,
MAKE LAWS, AND APPROVE
TREATIES ISN'T FOUND IN THE
OVAL OFFICE.
It's found on Capitol Hill. in the
Senate and House of Representatives.
Because when our Founding
Fathers wrote the Constitution they
established a system of "checks and
balances'.
In this separation of powers.
Congress was granted legislative
power. Which means only Congress
can declare war, coin money, raise
and support armies or make laws.
To learn more about the
powers of Congress as stated in the
Constitution. send for a free informa-
tion kit which contains a copy
of the Constitution. Write: eiZ'_i•
Constitution. Washington. i
D.C. 20006-3999.
THE CONSTITUTION
The words we live by FIT
Spend an Undergraduate Semester
in Leuven, Belgium
September—December 1991
Witness the development of the European Community and
preparation for a barrier-free market. From your base in Leuven
near Brussels, travel throughout Europe during your stay. All
courses are designed exclusively for American students taking part
in this unique program. Fifteen credit hours cover:
• Development of the European Community
• The European Economy
• European Institutions
• Comparative Politics
• European Culture
Registration deadline: July 8
For additional information, call or write:
C VA THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
Dr. John Kromkowski, Asst. Dean for International Studies
The European Studies Semester
Washington, D.C. 20064
Telephone: 202-319-5128 Telefax: 202-319-4440
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THE SADIE HAWKINS DANCE,
SPONSORED BY PURPLE KEY, WILL
BE HI-TD ON APRIL 13, 1991, IN THE
FIELDHOUSF!!!
Bids for campus bands: Contact Liz Duffy (P.O. 752) or Mark R. Dursin (P.O. 816) for details.
There's an IBM PS/2
made for every student body.
. IBM PS/2
/ 1MB memorv
Model 30 286 (U3I)
" 30MB fixed disk 'drive
8313 Color Display .
Prt4oaded software:
IBM nOff 46
Mo.ta tenkm." 30.
Saint nid.o."
hIX: indona
$1.799
' IBM PS/2
Model 70 (W61)
, 4M menwev
',la.; 60MB fixed disk ibis<
8515 Color Display
Pretended 40(4 ware:
IBM 1)05 4.11
Irindows 10. `.
Ilonl ttndma and Fame
Mk II inflows. ltilnica •
ZSdilohT1prt
$3399
IBM PS/2
Model 55 SX (U31)
IN meows,
30318 fixed disk drive
8513 Color Display
Pre4oa4ed software:
IBM 1)00 40
indn. 50
Sind Int It
hDC indona I tkies•
ZSali p•T
52.349
Printers
IBM Proprinter'' III
wkable (Model 4201-003) $ 344
IBM Proprinter X24E
..kable (Model 4207-002) $ 494
IBM Proprinter XLME
weahle (Model 4208•00215 674
1051 LaserPrinter E
wkable (Model 4019-E01) $1,039
I lesdett-Fkluird hint.let
color graphics printer
(Model IIP 3630-k) 799
Whether you need a computer to write papers or
create graphics, charts and spreadsheets, there's an
IBM Personal System/2' that's right for you.
The IBM PS/2" family of computers has every-
thing you asked for... including pre-loaded software, a
special student price and affordable loan payments®
All models come with IBM DOS 4.0, Microsoft Win-
dows 3.0, 3.5-inch diskette drive and an IBM Mouse.
IBM PS/2
Model 55 SX (W61)
2M Ft mentors
601413 i:xed disk .drise
851.5 Loifsr Display 1
Prx4owied sonware:
int DOS 4.0
Mierniah 10
hOCSara Gar S imam. and I:war •
ll'indineal.olfort•
Sorti.prt
$2,799
eark.•
IBM PS/2
Model 30 286 (131) /
$1,644
Model 55 A (161) I
$2,699
Model 70 (161)
$1899
Reloaded
with IBM DOS 4.0 '
and Mix-roach Windows, 3.0
Try one on for size. We're sure you'll find one
that fits just right.
And on a different note, for only $599, you can get
the Roland® Desktop Music System
that transforms your IBM PS/2
with Micro Channel® into
an exciting, comprehensive
music maker.
SENIORS, do not miss the oportunity to save up to 40% on the IBM PS/2!!
Call Meghan Hennessy at 792-3744 or Alison Salerno at 791-1066 for a quick 5-minute demo
of the IBM PS/2 and get a free T-shirt.
This offer is available only to qualified collegd students, faculty and staff that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus outlets or IBM 1 800 222-7257.
Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges Check with your institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject
to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice. •Microsoft Word for Windows, Microsoft Excel and hDC Windows Utilities are Academic Editions. 12Sol t
SoftType is the Academic Version. ®IBM, Personal System/2, PS/2, and Micro Channel are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Microsoft is a
registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Roland is a registered trademark of Roland Corporation. US 'Proprinter is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Windows. Word for Windows, and Excel are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. h0C Windows Utilities is a trademark of the hDC Computer Corporation. ZSoft SoftType is a
trademark of ZSoft Corporation.
‘F-) IBM Corporation 1991 
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"Party" crashers: in defense of Dinand
Editor's note:
The following is an article written for The Crusader's Features
section by Maureen Haugh in the February 22, 1991 issue.
I just returned from the library,
and I have a headache. Not from too
much studying, though. From the
noise.
Maybe you've never noticed, but
the library can be a pretty noisy place,
especially in the left wing from about
7:30-9:30 during the week.
Personally, I'm not complaining.
Actually, just the contrary. I love the
library.
You've probably seen me there,
wandering around. That's mostly what
I do there. Just kind of mosey around,
looking for people I know (or people
I'd like to know). When I have real
studying, after all, I go to my dorm
study room. It's quieter and there is no
one to distract me. I go to the library
when I only have a little work to do
and am in the mood to socialize.
I used to think that my friends and
I were the only people who use the
library as a place to meet and greet,
but the more time I spend there the
more I realize we are far from the only
ones who enjoy the library's social
benefits. Like I said, it can get pretty
noisy there.
Most people, at first glance, look
like they are really studying. You
know, the backpack is open, a book in
hand, notebook on table - all the vitals
are there. Pick someone out, though,
and really watch them. I think you'll
notice that most people (not the ones
with pocket-protectors or "pre-med"
written all over them) do as much
goofing off as studying.
I was watching one girl the other
night and during the whole time I
watched her, she got maybe three
pages of reading done. After finding
her seat, she sat down, looked for her
friends, got out her Diet Coke, and
read a couple of pages. Then her
roommate arrived with BDB photos.
They looked at those for a while,
before bringing them to their other
friend to look at. Then they all sat
around and laughed for a little while.
The girl told her friends then that she
really had to study, so she went back to
her scat and took out her book again.
She read another page, finished her
Diet Coke, and went to the blue room
for another. Three pages read.
But she is far from unusual. One
friend of mine picks her seat not by
.how close it is to the books, or how hot
or cold it is, but by "the view" it gives
her.
There is another guy my friend I
call The Cardshark, because every
time we see him, he's the library'
playing poker. Yeah, he spends a lot of
time in the library with his books out,
but he never studies.
Maybe I carry ,t he art of library
socialization to the extreme (I am just
a first year student with little or no
academic obligations, after all) but I
spent, and maybe I shouldn't advertise
the fact, almost 15 minutes scouring
the library tonight for one person. Not
for any particular reason - just because
he's there a lot and I felt like talking to
him. I even had three of my friends on
red alert to inform me if they
discovered his whereabouts.
No, I never did find him, but I ran
into five of my friends in the process
and met a couple of people, too.
Now I don't want to give the
impression that no one studies in the
library. It is, after all, a building of
intellectual purpose. And the people
who socialize there still do work, even
if it's only three pages of reading. I
think it's time we all admit, though,
that there's more to Dinand than just
studying and research. The library is a
fun place to go.
Yes, I'll be there tomorrow night
again, regardless of whether I have
studying to do or not. If you see
someone aimlessly wandering the
stacks, it'll be me. Come say hi and
introduce yourself. We'll have some
fun.
What do these people
have in common?
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Dr. Hogan lays down the law
To the Editor:
I am responding to the article by
Maureen Haugh in the February 22,
edition of The Crusader concerning
student behavior in Dinand Library. In
a personal letter to Ms. Haugh I noted
that this matter has long been of
concern to me and that I have tried
several approaches over the years to
remedy the situation.
I speak now to all Holy Cross
students and I appeal to your better
side and to your innate sense of civility,
decorum and good breeding. By
utilizing the approach of the harsh
disciplinarian I can impose a reluctant
level of quiet upon the library. The
real solution, however, lies not with me
but with you, the students of Holy
Cross. Those of you who crave and
deserve a quiet sanctuary in which to
study or pursue research are being
victimized by those who disrupt the
library. The noise makers exhibit a
remarkable sense of the selfishness
and insensitivity and you are the ones
who suffer by it. You should be
incensed by their behavior.
My staff and I do our best to patrol
the library and we confront and
impose quiet when we encounter
noise. But we are few, especially in the
evening, and you are many. The
ultimate solution lies collectively with
you. The ultimate solution lies
collectively with you. We librarians are
here to instruct, to assist, to provide
books and periodicals and to guide you
through your research endeavors. We
should not have to be behavior
monitors and we should not have to
remind you of your responsibilities.
Holy Cross is an institution that
purports to educate "women and men
for others." Yet, behavior that
infringes upon the rights of others
makes a mockery of that objective.
"Others" may well be considered to be
the poor and the homeless, but
"others" can also be you. If you cannot
be respectful of each other, can you
ever truly show love and respect for
strangers.
To those of you who feel that you
cannot study in the library I pledge to
continue and indeed intensify my
efforts as a disciplinarian. In return I
ask you to do your part. Help nit by
showing your disdain for those who
upset the library environment.
Demonstrate by word and deed that
you are men and women who value
learning and respect the place where it
occurs. Help make the deportment of
choice the one that respects the rights
of others. In a true community of
scholars the accolades of peers should
go to those who quietly pursue the
adventure of learning and not to those
who selfishly call attention to
themselves by their boorish behavior.
My staff and I have worked long
and hard to provide a fine library with
excellent materials and the very latest
electronic access devices. Past
generations of alumni have
bequeathed to you a magnificent
facility. It is an environment to be
proud of and one that calls for the
respect of students.
For some reason there has
developed on this campus a fear of
appearing intellectual and a sense of
shame at putting in long hours of
intensive study in the Library. I find
this both odd and disturbing. For four
beautiful years you have the
opportunity to search for meaning in
the world, to read and to pursue the
quest for knowledge. When you leave
Holy Cross you will undoubtedly enter
various professions and as you practice
those professions you will spend many
long hours at the place of practice.
That place may be a courtroom, an
operating theater, a classroom or a
laboratory. You will take pride in and
show respect for that place of work.
During these four years the Library is
one of your principle places of work.
You should take pride in it and the
long hours that you spend here.
James E. Hogan
College Librarian
Noise pollution
To the Editor:
In response to Miss Haugh's
feature article "A Party Planned at
Dinand." (Feb. 22)
We have just returned from the
library too, Miss Haugh, and we also
have a headache. Not from too much
studying though. From the noise
people like you make.
You describe yourself as "just a
first year student with little or no
academic obligation." With such an
incredibly self-centered viewpoint it is
not surprising that you don't notice
those students who go to the library to
fulfill academic obligations rather than
climb the social ladder.
On the subject of obligations, have
you forgotten the $20,000 a year
financial obligation your parents have
to this college (where you serve
primarily as a hindrance to the
academic progress of others)?
We notice that you like to study in
your dorm study room it's quiet and
there's nobody to distract you. How
then can you deny the opportunity for
quiet study to others; not all dorms are
equipped with large study rooms (i.e.
Beaven).
You describe the library as a
building of intellectual purpose. Please
use it as such.
VOcat,on Octet,'
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Na. So, NY 10011
Sheila Tormey '94
Michelle Taylor '94
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Memories of MaurizioVanicelli:
Much more than just a professor
When I first began looking at
colleges during my junior year of high
school, Holy Cross had not been
among my top choices. I had my sights
set on "higher goals", a big name
school with a renowned reputation in
political science. However, I did visit
Holy Cross later that year and, as I did
at every school I went to, I made a
point to check out the political science
department. The college guide, which I
had so foolishly accepted as gospel,
listed the department as "adequate."
But the people in the department
office were friendly enough, so I
decided to give them a chance.
Because I was interested most in
international relations. I was
introduced to Professor Maurizio
Vannicelli.
From the very beginning I
liked him, as he entertained me with
humor and remarks about our
common Italian heritage. For over a
half hour he spoke with me, trying to
convince me that I would be better off
at Holy Cross than the big name
schools I wanted to attend. He cited
how Holy Cross professors had but
one obligation, teaching
undergraduates, while professors at
universities had to divide their time
among undergraduates, graduate
students, and research. At Holy Cross,
he pointed out, I would be more than
just a name on a roster. I would
receive the individual attention that
would make my tuition worth paying.
When I left his office that day,
I was impressed but unchanged. Every
professor, I was convinced, would tell
me his school was special. However, a
few months later I once again crossed
paths with Professor Vannicelli. I had
decided to apply to Holy Cross, along
with eleven other schools, and had
been accepted. But still, of the schools
to which I was accepted, Holy Cross
was not my top choice. But I had
decided to revisit the school anyway
and attended a speech which Professor
Vannicelli delivered to prospective
students. After he had finished I
approached him to reintroduce myself,
only to find that he had remembered
my name and situation from our
previous meeting. We then talked for
over an hour, during which he
expressed such a concern over my
welfare and a wisdom in what would
Professor Vannicelli cared
about the student, but more
importantly he cared about the person
behind the student. Of the many times
we talked in his office I can only
remember three that had anything to
do with class. He would call me in to
talk about dorm life, why I was looking
so stressed, or where I was going for
vacation. During the Iraqi occupation
of Kuwait, there was a six month span
when I didn't know if my father, a
Thank you, Maurizio Vanicelli, for showing me
what a special place Holy Cross can be. Thank you
for seeing the humanity in what you taught and the
human beings in who you taught.
be best for me, that by the end of our
talk he had changed my mind and I
decided to come to Holy Cross.
We next met again in late
September, when he pulled me into his
office to ask how I was enjoying Holy
Cross. I replied that so far it had been
everything he he said it would be but,
that if it changed I would expect him to
get me my money back. However, it
didn't change and Holy Cross
remained verything he said it would
be, and much more. For, even with his
amazing sales pitch, I was not
prepared for the type of friend I was to
find at Holy Cross, a friendship he
himself would provide.
Kuwaiti, was dead or alive. Professor
Vannicelli never let a week go by
without calling me in to talk about the
situation, as a result I was able to open
up to him like no one else on campus
and I don't know what I would have
done if it wasn't for him.
Once the war began many
people, within and outside the major,
would constantly question and debate
with me the justifiability of the war.
Yet, Professor Vannicelli was the only
one who seemed to understand that
regardless of the politics, the theories,
just or unjust, I was involved beyond
my control. For me it was not political,
it was personal; Professor Vannicelli
realized this. When it looked as if I
would be forced to withdraw from
school second semester because I still
had not heard from my family, he tried
to help me in every way possible,
joking that I would not be allowed to
leave without taking one of his classes.
Maurizio Vannicelli was
perhaps the greatest teacher I have
ever known, yet what I will remember
him for is not what he did inside the
classroom but outside it. I'll never
forget how he made a cocky,
condescending high school student
realize that bigger isn't always better,
and how he made a scared first-year
college student realize that things
would turn out all right. I hope
someday I will live up to the potential
he said he saw in me and if I do I know
it will be through his inspiration.
But what Dr. Vannicelli did
for me was, for him, nothing special. It
was the same thing he did for countless
other students who never found his
door closed, students who were also
inspired by his wisdom and caring.
Therefore, I will not say good-bye.
Professor Vannicelli will live on here
at Holy Cross in the minds and hearts
of all the students who knew him.
I have not written this to tell
about the life of Maurizio Vannicelli
nor to extol his virtues as an educator
and a human being. That should be left
to those who knew him longer and
better. The best explanation I can give
is that it is a public thank you. Thank
you, Maurizio Vannicelli, for showing
me what a special place Holy Cross
can be. Thank you for seeing the
humanity in what you taught and the
human beings in who you taught.
Joe Vitale '94
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Cbitorial ON THE BRINK I Mark R. Dursin
Professors' lessons To walk among the ang(
live on
Two days ago, somber students wandered blank-faced through the
halls of Hogan and their dorms approaching friends and strangers
broodingly asking: "Did you hear?" More often than not, with a brief,
sad nod of the head, the student acknowledged that he or she had
learned of the death of Pr. Maurizio Vannicelli. A week before, the
scene was the same as Holy Cross was stung by the news of the sudden
death of Pr. Suzanna Waldbauer.
In our classes, conversations and current events, we are easily able to
talk about hundreds, thousands and millions of deaths with no significant
emotional reaction. However, we are practically paralyzed when "two of
our own" die.
Although some of us may not have known Pr. Waldbauer and Pr.
Vannicelli personally, all students benefit from their numerous
contributions to and reputations at Holy Cross. In their classes, both
stressed perseverance, dedication, loyalty and enthusiasm; and, although
students may not have remembered all the facts and theories we learned
in class, these skills will remain with us far longer than the memory of
any grade.
In the past few weeks, this space has been filled with critiques and
criticisms of the "Holy Cross family" and how it may be declining.
However, in hindsight, we should realize that by their presence at Holy
Cross and their interest in students' academic and future professional
careers, Pr. Waldbauer and Pr. Vannicelli helped keep our family alive.
Although many tears have been shed for both of these fine members of
our Holy Cross family, we must try to return to normalcy. However, we
must not allow the memory of Pr. Vannicelli and Pr. Waldbauer to fade
away after our tears are dried. Although Maurizio and Suzanna are no
longer with us in body, their dedication, loyalty, artistry and intellectual
prowess will remain forever and hallow the halls of Holy Cross.
Death is the reality which penetrates our Ivory Tower here at HolyCross. Therefore, it may be difficult for some of us to understand thetragedies of the last two weeks. The Crusader urges anyone havingdifficultly coping with the deaths to stop in and talk with someone at theCounseling Center or Chaplains' Office.
LETTERS POLICY
The Crusader welcomes letters from readers. Letters for publication should
be typed, double spaced, at approximately 41 characters per line, and must
include the writer's name, address, telephone number and signature.
Letters for publication should be mailed to The Crusader via PO Box 32A
or delivered to Hogan 505 so that they are received by 7 p.m. on Tuesday
of the publication week.
Last Saturday, March 16, I was a
Confirmation sponsor for a boy (check
that, young man) named Scott Slaney.
He lives across the street from me, one
of my oldest friends, someone I've
known for about thirteen years, mostly
all of his life. It was a great honor for
me to be a part of this sacrament, a
confirming of the vows most of us
couldn't quite articulate at Baptism,
the institutional way the Catholic has
of saying "Grow up!" and/or "Wake up
and smell the Catholic coffee!" The
Confirmation program requires that
the students first find a sponsor, a kind
of spiritual "spotter", well in advance,
so Scott asked well over a year ago. Of
course, I wasn't exactly his first choice,
and I sort of won by default, but hey,
who cares? At the risk of sounding
like a corny baseball player, I was just
happy to be there.
It was a beautiful ceremony: of
course, Scott and I had to lead the
procession into the church, we were
assigned to a special pew all to
ourselves (the second one on the right,
the one that's slightly indented) we
had to approach the bishop first to
receive the sacrament, we had to
receive communion first and then we
had to exit the church first when it was
over. If this sounds like a lot of special
treatment, it's because Scott's a special
person.
Scott was born with a rare form of
Muscular Dystrophy, and, due to the
weakness of the muscles in his arms
and legs, he's never known what it's
like to walk, run, crawl, swim, or even
get out of bed and take a shower on his
own. Through the years, Scott has
owned seemingly countless electric
wheelchairs, and the latest high-tech
model is equipped with headlights, an
adjustable seat, a horn, everything.
Without question, the Slaneys
have had to modify every aspect of
their lives for Scott, not just
emotionally but physically: building
ramps onto the house, buying vans
with chair lifts, enlarging the
bathroom.
Now, as everyone knows, at this
point in the article, following a long
tradition of articles like this, I'm
supposed to illustrate how Scott is an
"ordinary" kid: how he loves sports,
how he has an enormous and
expensive baseball card collection (hi'
personal favorites are the OaMO
A's), and how he is the "gene0
manager" for the Abington Hie
baseball team.
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And then I'm supposed to say 140 w
he loves to play cards, and how he 10 H
a gaggle of "poker pals", and how 1101/4 S'
in three separate NCAA pools. AO S'
how he plays Nintendo, and how be sl
psyched about seeing Vanilla Ice 0 Cl
concert, and how he has not one, b°
two M.C. Hammer C.D.'s. And thale'?
all wonderful and wonderfully ordin4-,
for a high school sophomore. fitit
really, Scott isn't ordinary--he's inOr
than ordinary he's extraordinary.
Scott is extraordinary because
has the guts and the determinatioll
go out there every day into a wc0
where it's increasingly difficult
"As much as heaven is Obh
and we can be as muchPr(
to give."
around, or just to fit in, if you're 01
"ordinary." I mean, what do you de
about steps? What do you do wh
you want to hang out somewhere,v
the guys? It's not as easy as, "Come
over. Pick me up. We'll go to
movies." It's not that simple, tb3
ordinary.
And what do you do when you're la!
Mass and the priest says "Please rise'4
At these moments, some adjustniell,it'
have to be made, some means `P
working around the "ordinary."
that's what makes Scott extraordinail
Since I've known Scott for so lo'
I've become accustomed to 1'15
essential "extraordinariness" and
tended to let it sink into re'
subconscious. But, during (11
Confirmation ceremony, I experience'
a "re-awakening" of sorts--my cs0
personal "re-confirmation" of id'
I've always had, but were j1151
incohesively floating around in tb`
nebula of my head. Mainly
logistics, Scott had to approach tli "
bishop first to receive the blessing all
the anointing.
Being the "trend-setter", he viO
a
1•110...ftiolsomimmonw Letters are subject to editing for style, length, and taste.
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understandably concerned about what
he was supposed to say and when ("Do
I say 'Amen' first or 'And also with
You' first?"), and when we were
supposed to actually approach the
altar, and so on. But he didn't have to
Worry about anything, because Bishop
Hughes came to him. He came to
Scott, and while I stood there behind
Scott, with my right hand on his right
Shoulder, I think I had my first taste of
divine intervention.
I fully realized that special people
ike Scott need special people around
Special people like Scott need
Others to sweep this battleworld of all
Obstacles of the Ordinary, to somehow
rflake the normal less formidable.
Others were made for Scott. But it
goes deeper than that.
We can learn, all of us hopelessly
ordinary folks can learn from Scott. At
ble as we are willing to see,
r Others as we are willing
the 
very least, and, at the same time, at
tne very most, we can gain a deeper
"Preciation of ourselves, and our
norrnal-ness," by comparison. After
We can have no idea of what the
little things" really mean until we see
these "little things" monstrously
escalate into the most colossal barriers
to 
overcome.
.And, regardless cif any one person's
religious preferences, we can all know,
th the utmost certainty, that Scott is
elog provided for, and that he has
ueeo showered with love by his family
aod friends and everyone who has ever
et)nle in contact with him. Others were
1,11ode for Scott, and Scott was made
:_eir others. No, lei me qualify that: I
that God made Scott for others,
aod God made others for Scott.
As much of heaven is visible as we
are Willing to see, and we can be as
111,11eli for others as we are willing to
give I have many people to thank for
I see and how I be. But I would
I. 'Y be who I am today (whatever
is), if it weren't for Scott. And I
t look in many ways the feeling is
reciprocal.
THOUGHTJOGGER I Christopher Cunniffe
Seizing the new confidence
George Bush's lips read true this
time. This aggression did not stand
and this war was not another Vietnam.
For the first time in decades, America
stood tall and earned the respect of
nations around the globe. At home, we
came together in support of a common
purpose as never before in my lifetime.
I recall returning home for spring
break to see nearly every house in my
neighborhood draped with flags or
yellow ribbons.
In the past few weeks, most
Americans have exhibited renewed
confidence about the future of this
country. For a short time, it appeared
that we were on the verge of a new
America. There appeared to be no
reason why we could not apply this
new found confidence towards winning
the battles that stand before us at
home. Perhaps even a spirit of
bipartisanship could begin to surface
among our elected officials.
Unfortunately, the sense of
common purpose that so impressed
the world has disintegrated as quickly
as our forces swept across the sands of
Kuwait.
Only a week after the liberation of
Kuwait, President Bush entered the
House chamber to address Congress
and the nation. A moment that should
have stood as a tribute to the triumph
of liberty over tyranny, quickly
degenerated into a political free for all.
The republicans took to the offensive
first in the struggle to translate military
success into political clout.
Enter Senator Robert Dole (stage
right). His office headed the
distribution of flags to all the members
who were to be seated on the right side
of the aisle. However, these flags did
not seem to carry the same meaning as
the flags and yellow ribbons that
blanketed my neighborhood.
The ribbons tied around the trees
of my neighborhood symbolized unity,
compassion, and hope for peace. The
waving flags that dotted the House
chamber were smeared by the spectre
of the return of bitter partisan politics.
The Democrats should have seized
the opportunity to stay above this fray
of empty patriotism, but instead chose
to retaliate with their own supply of
stars and stripes. Enter Speaker
Thomas Foley (stage left). In apparent
attempt to share the s otli ht with the
• President, Speaker Foley broke from
traditional introduction without
commentary to tie the Democratic
party to the military success as well.
Enter Senator Phil Gramm (stage
rightfield). Taking the first pot shot of
the new world order, Mr. Gramm
accused the Democrats of being
soldiers of appeasement. Enter Rep.
Newt Gingrich (stage right outside the
building). The House Minority Whip
demanded that the Democrats admit
that they had been wrong about their
votes cast during the January debate,
in effect, that they apologize to the
nation. Enter Sen. George Mitchell
(stage just a little too left to become
President). Mr. Mitchell was rightly
perturbed by the manner of this
assault. But rather than take up the
issue with the renegade representative
from Georgia, the Senate Majority
intelligence agency in this country."
Acting in a true bi-partisan form,
Speaker Foley has assigned this
cooperative Californian to serve on the
House Intelligence Committee.
Turning to more pertinent matters,
the House convened to debate new
approaches toward public housing.
Rep. Steve Bartlett, the distinguished
member from Texas and I hope soon
to be Mayor of Dallas, pleaded with
his colleagues in the House to work
together towards the passage of a
promising initiative, to make the
center aisle a walkway and not a wall.
The proposal at hand would grant
funds to Secretary Kemp to begin the
hard work of reforming archaic
housing policy. Mr. Kemp wants to
have communities replace demolished
public housing either with tenant
based assistance programs such as
"The ribbons tied around the trees in my neighborhood
symbolized unity, compassion, and hope for peace. The
waving flags that dotted the House chamber were smeared
by the spectre of the return of bitter partisan politics."
Leader struck back with a pot shot of
his own, accusing Mr. Gingrich of
pandering to the popularity of the
President.
Enter Senator Al Gore (stage
center?). The presidential hopeful was
the only one of the Democratic
contenders to vote in favor of the use
of force and he quickly seized the
opportunity to cash in on his unique
status (Side note: Sam Nunn IS NOT
running for President. Mr. Gore may
be the only chance the Democrats
have less Stormin' Norman takes to
the donkey). Mr. Gore scolded the
Republicans for their political motives
while at the same time glorifying
himself as the only Democrat that
could be trusted to make tough foreign
policy decisions.
Enter Representative Ron Dellums
(somewhere backstage). Mr. Dellums,
the radical and ludicrously loud leader
of the anti-war movement, has
previously called for the President's
impeachment and once declared that
"we should totall dismantle ever
vouchers or with rehabilitated private
housing. These options could empower
tenants with freedom to choose where
to live, with the power of owning their
own residence, and could serve twice
as many people at the same cost.
Unfortunately, the Democrats
were unable to break their ties to the
special interests of the welfare state,
the bureaucrats and contractors who
feed off of the perpetuation of poverty.
The initiative failed. The vote fell right
along party lines. As is so common,
Congress caved in to the influence of
the few, to detriment of the many.
For those few days right after the
war, things seemed almost too good to
be true. We were a nation united in
support of a common purpose. Even
Congress had to see the value of unity
and cooperative leadership, the value
of placing the national interest over
the special interest. Now is the time to
put an end to this charade. Now is the.
time for our leaders to seize the new
confidence that this war has left us
towards solving the social woes of the
nation. Now is the time.
OUTRAGE OF THE WEEK
Freedom of the press. As
never before, this war demonstrated
the stark difference between a free
society and tyrannically controlled
society. Throughout the
developments in the crisis,
Americans could feel secure that the
information they were receiving was
honest and accurate. In Baghdad,
some of those poor souls still believe
that the allies will be swimming in
their own blood.
However, this war
demonstated a flagrant abuse of free
speech on the part of the American
press core. The pursuit of truth was
,sacrificed in what can be termed the
protection of the press. Recall the
early stages of the war when we all
heard the story of the disappearance
of CBS correspondant Bob Simon
and his crew. The crew's jeep was
found abandoned near the Saudi-
Kuwait border.
Throughout the course of
the war, the press used the air waves
to release their anger toward the
military which they believed was
curtailing their freedom by placing
them in coverage pools with military
escorts. This action was taken to
prevent the leakage of sensitive
information to the other  side.
When Mr. Simon and his
crew "disappeared," it must have
crystal clear to the press what had
happened. As has been realized since
his return, Mr. Simon was looking
for a story. Although he should have
taken greater care about his safety,
this goal is nothing to be looked
down upon. What should be
reprimanded is the action of news
reporters from every network to
convince the public that Mr. Simon's
crew had gotten lost in the desert.
We were led to believe that it was
coincidental that they lost their way
right on the edge of the war zone.
The "free press," in • a
disgraceful break from the pursuit of
truth, molded the story to suit their
own needs.
4
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Slamming and jamming away for the homeless
Fugazi made the crowd shake their combat booties this past Saturday night.
By MARK GUNN
FEATURES STAFF
A band from Boston called
Bad Art Ensemble played first. I
heard they had a tremendous horn
section and really laid into the funk.
But I was being restrained outside at
that time by The Man. When I did
enter, New York City's Bustin' Out
was playing their instruments on the
stage inside of the Worcester Artists
Group building on Saturday March 16,
1991 sponsored by WCHC and
SCOHAH with all proceeds going to
Worcester Common Ground which is
a group formed to destroy
homelessness.
Bustin' Out singer is one
Matthew McGowan of Mulledy dorm
at Holy Cross College. He jumped,
kicked, screamed, sang, moshed, dove
Opening the Doors on a poet's life
By JOHN MULLAHY
FEATURES STAFF
William Blake once said, "The
road of excess leads to the palace of
wisdom." Jim Morrison followed this
concept and was excessive - excessive
in his drinking and drug use. But to try
and understand Morrison one must
listen to his mind as well as his lyrics
with the Doors. Oliver Stone, by now
somewhat of a Sixties expert, focuses
on this concept and some Doors' song
is continually heard throughout the
film. Songs like "The End" and "Break
on Through" describe the Jim that
many people couldn't see or grasp.
The song, "The End," was
mostly constructed by Jim
sporadically. According to the other
members of the Doors, Ray
Manzarek, John Densmore, and
Robby Krieger, they would literally go
out on stage and not know what Jim
would do. While singing "The End,"
Val Kilmer excellently portrayed Jim's
improvisation in the Oedipal verse
"...Father...yes son...I want to kill you.
Mother, I want to **** you" which,
incidentally, resulted in the Doors'
es expulsion from the club, The Whiskey.
However, it was just what the band
needed as that same night The Doors
signed with Jac Holzman, president of
Elektra records. The song was
controversial, hut Densmore later tells
the reader in his book, Riders on the
Storm, that Jim merely meant that we
should "—kill all those alien concepts
which are not yours, and get back to
reality, the end of alien concepts and
the beginning of personal ones."
In the movie it seemed as
though the other members of the
band, played by Kyly MacLachlan,
Kevin Dillon, and Frank Whaley did
not understand, nor could they control
their philosophical friend. Although
they all promised to "ride the snake"
together until the end of time,
Morrison became too crazy for them
to handle; they couldn't and didn't
want to "Break on Through." It was
almost frightening how much Kilmer
resembled Morrison - it was more like
a resurrection! He was the Jim who
began hanging out daily with his
"...his constant drinking
and drug use destroyed his
once hypnotic voice as well
as his paper thin waist
line."
drinking buddies (one horribly played
by Billy Idol); he was the Jim who got
married in a witch ceremony to
Patricia, a good portrayal by Kathleen
Quinlan; he was the Jim who caused
trouble in Connecticut after being
maced by a policeman, and in Miami
where he supposedly exposed himself.
However, Kilmer not only
looked, moved, and behaved like
Morrison, he also sang like him -
exactly like him. Kilmer wanted the
and rocked hard to the scathingly
harsh yet smooth and tight rock-n-roll
as performed by the rest of the band.
Bustin' Out played one cover and it
was Judas Priests "Rockin After
Midnight."(!) Had I any energy or
dancing prowess left in my dainty legs
after thrashing all who neared me
during Bustin' Out, I would have
moshed along with the throngs who
slam banged to the next act.
They were called Fugazi and
they were from Washington, District
of Columbia, United States, America.
Millions of anxious humans awaited
impatiently for the start of Fugazi's set.
I have concluded that Fugazi
performed well. They made their
instruments twang and groan and
thump and crack and feed back for a
long time.
Throughout the band's doing of
these things, humans tried to expand
their bodies so as to express their most
primal dance and movement instincts.
The individual was encouraged to be
itself among others being themselves.
It was a community of thrashing
individuals existing in a pit of fury and
energy. These people lifted each other
up above their heads and passed each
other around as if the concert were
some sort of old ritual where the food
is passed along through the group
part of Morrison bad enough to even
bring his own band with him to
perform Doors' lyrics for Stone. In
the film, every time the camera is
focused on Jim (Kilmer), Kilmer is
actually singing the lyrics. When the
camera pans away from him, Morrison
is the one singing. The combination of
Kihne: and Morrison's voices is so
well done that the shift from one to the
other goes unnoticed. Although
Morrison put on his best and worst
concerts when he was drunk,
depending on how good he felt, his
constant drinking and drug use
destroyed hi5 once hypnotic voice as
well as his once paper thin waist.
This drinking and drug use
brings up a controversial aspect in the
movie. Stone specifically hi  hlights
Morrison's craziness while choosing
not to portray the intelligent, musical,
and philosophical artist. Stone also
portrays Pamela Courson on a lighter
note. The Coursons were a
tremendous influence for their
daughter's image on the silver screen.
Courson, played brilliantly by Meg
Ryan, is seen as the one who tried to
save Jim from his self-destruction,
..while, in reality, she had a huge effect
on his demise. Ryan's thin figure
showed the prevalent physique of the
sixties, but she actually have been too
beautiful for the part. Her innocent
image played on Stone's portrayal, but
did not present an accurate Pam. This
problem should be overlooked though,
since Morrison is the whole film.
Maybe it should have been called
'Wild Child."
before it is devoured by the massive
globule of hungry beings. Being a
devout Catholic, I avoided all such acts
of unbridled release. but I think all
else rocked hard to the post-punk
music of Fugazi.
Bustin' Out's Matt McGowan stirs
up the crowd.
Celebrating
life through
song
By DEIRDRE MAHER
FEATURES EDITOR
A presence filled the Fenwick
Chapel last Thursday night. As the
pleasureful music of the Holy Cross
Chamber Players pricked appreciative
ears, the audience was reminded that
this concert marked a celebration of
life as it was so often celebrated by
Professor Suzanna Waldbauer.
The strong soprano of Maria
Tegzes pulsed out a wonderful
sequence of song by the 20th century
German composer, Kurt Weill. Songs
of seduction, sadness, and the city of
Berlin rang out into the night,
accompanied by the playful dramatic
antics of Ms. Tegzes.
Weill's "K1ops Lied," or "The
Meatball Song," a light-hearted
rendering of a Berlin folk rhyme,
bounced its way off the lips of Tegzes
and through the Chapel. Her comedic,
questioning expressions made the
difficult German more tangible and
the whole piece a fresh, springy jaunt.
A diverse array of Weill's
pieces were worked into the evening,
including his sexy "Es regent" ("It's
Raining"), the alluring "Tango
Habanera," and the lamentable "Wie
Lange noche?" ("How Much Longer?")
from the Broadway hit, "One Touch of
Venus." Tegzes glided through the
repertoire with ease, leaning casually
on the piano for a tango piece and
then distorting her face in pained
(Continued on Page 18)
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Drawing by Lily Ann Diyino
ARIES (March 21-April 20) - Hello,
and welcome to the wonderful week of
Aries! Yes, this is your best week yet -
sex, crimes, extortion, petty theft - they
all pay off for you now. A swarthy
violinist strings you along - take note
of his deception. You fall for a blond
who trips you. That may be the moon
in your eyes, but think twice before
buying the wedding band. A Cancer
with an eye on you wants it back.
TAURUS (April 21-May 21) - Mars'
position makes it possible for you to
get the tatoo of your choice. Beware of
men with membership in "The
Sexuality Library"-they are only
looking to check you out. Next time
you go to the bathroom, be aware of
the new penal code. You will meet a
Sagittarius who knows how to crochet
with her tongue.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) - Special
horoscope for pig latin-speaking
Geminis: Ouyay aretay eryvay
ortunatefay isthay eekway. Atay anmay
ithway eatysway almspay iestray otay
akeshay ouryay andhay, utbay ipsslay.
Ouyay aretay urprisedsay ybay atay
Ancercay owhay ancay amenay alltay
iftyfay atesstay.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) - People
just do not seem to like you this week.
When someone tells you your hands
smell like onions, believe him. The
next time there is a natural disaster
and people are instructed to hold onto
something heavy, do not be surprised
if it is you. A woman in thigh-high
boots walks all over you. Your affair
with a cattle breeder goes public - and
he was such a stud, too.
LEO (July 23-August 23) - High
society welcomes you with open arms!
The arrival of a package from the
Citrus Fruit of the Month Club turns
out to be the pits. You decide against
the Cheez Whiz and try toe cheese on
Your cracker instead - it's easier to
spread. After that bosom boost, you
still don't feel titillating. A baker offers
you a slice of the good life but turns
out to be another loaf.
VIRGO (August 24-September 23) -
Be witty this week. If you find you are
unable to do so, try needlepoint. You
wonder, if Yves Saint Laurent had
children, would they have designer
genes? While tripping a little of the
light fantastic you realize you are a
Fred Astaires, and fall. A Gemini
decides he really does enjoy a nice
moist slice of pecan pie.
1/E1.it trutaber
LIBRA (September 24-October 23) -
Your misery from last weekend
continues into next fall. You decide
that hedonism really is a nice thing. A
boy who once flashed you has taken up
photography. An enjoyable jockey
offers you his shorts - you say, "Nay."
You are curious as to the whereabouts
of the world's largest mole colony...it
may be your face. Think twice about
double-takes.
SCORPIO (October 24-November 22)
- Happiness hits you hard this week
and leaves you weak. You find you are
not sure about ambiguity and you have
doubts about skepticism. You are not
very amazed by a man who pulls a hair
out of his hat. A fascination in Leif
Garrett leads to a dangerous career in
"Dynamite." You dig a rivet ting
construction worker and you are really
impressed by the size of his jack-
hammer.
SAGITTARIUS (November 23-
December 21) - Your love life takes a
turn for the better. Be firm in your
commitments this week, do not turn
your back on responsibility; be
headstrong in your decisions. When
they ask, tell them, "Maybe." Call
people you never !net before...collect.
You are impressed by an Aries'
unusual talent with Ginsu blades.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January
20) - Unlike the lucky Sagittarius, your
lovelife is more like 7-Up - never had
it, never will. You are frightened by a
man named Cleetus and his
innuendos. An old container of milk
turns on you. You are disturbed by a
Libra's idea for pet alligator food -
Oodles of Poodles.
AQUARIUS (January 21-February
19) - Did you ever think that your hair
was once inside your head? Why did it
leave? Was it not happy?
PISCES (February 20-March 20) - The
movement of the stars urges you to
ponder, why do men wear beards - are
they trying to hide something? You
also ponder what makes that fish with
yogurt sauce so darned good? You are
destined to meet a surprisingly tall
Aries who is ready for the future. You
come to realize that we are all just
brains lying on a beach, somewhere.
Do not let that dog lead you astray.
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For Your Information MI
The Cantor Art Gallery continues to
bring a taste of culture to our
uncultured thousands...March 25
heralds the opening of the Studio
Faculty show. Here is your chance to
critique the works of such faculty
members as Maggi Brown, Henry
Cataldo, Bryan McFarlane, Terri
Priest, Susan Schmidt, and Marion
Schouten. The Cantor's hours are
Mon. to Fri. 11:00-4:00 and Sat. and
Sun., 2:00-5:00. It should be a doozy of
a show.
Drunken cousins, swordfighting
sailors, and crusty clowns...
Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night" comes
to Holy Cross with all the humor,
hysteria, and bawdiness of the time.
Performance dates are April 11, 12, 13,
18, 19, and 20 at 8:00 p.m. at Holy
Cross' Fenwick Theatre. Holy Cross
Community tickets are $2; $4 general
admission. Boy, it oughta be a hoot!
Missed them last time? Now's your
chance to see Vic Tayback's favorite
band of all time, the Robert A. Band.
Their authentic rockin' rhythm and
soul is enough to charm the pants off
of any music fan, so bring a good
looking music fan with loose fitting
clothes and have a good time. The
show of a lifetime will be March 22 at
Tammany Hall, 43 Pleasant St.,
Worcester. Showtime is 9:30.
Kimball presents..."White Palace," the
seething story of what can happen
when one falls for someone out of
one's tax bracket. With the angst of
James Spader and the seductive
passions of Susan Sarandon along for
the ride, you'll be leaving the theater
with steam on your glasses! It'll make
you wonder what's missing from your
lonely, worthless, "I-stay-in-and-watch-
movies-on-Friday-nigh t"-life. Ahh
Kimball, a good flick at a good price.
TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Office copy
5 Take off
9 Very
important
14 Music combo
15 Of epochs
16 Idolize
17 Boorish
18 Appetizer
19 Ice sheets
20 Expert flyer
21 Black-headed
bird
23 Meal course
25 Asian priest
26 Explosive
27 Cushions
29 Vehicle
32 "Ours — — to
reason why"
35 Scourge
36 Sound in
mind
37 Stage
38 Foxier
39 Hollows
40 Moos
41 Chase
42 Cameos, e.g.
43 Typesetting
measures
44 Scoot
45 Mated
46 Unsatisfac-
tory
48 Cut
52 Disc players:
Brit.
56 Time of day
57 Speedy
58 Parched
59 Equal: Fr.
60 Atlanta's
Omni, e.g.
61 Yawn
62 Art movement
63 Exposed
64 Snow vehicle
65 Loom reed
DOWN
1 Famed fiddle
2 Cease-fire
3 Assistants
4 Foot part
5 Exit
6 Praying
figure
7 — morgana:
mirage
8 Vanished
9 Former
Brazilian
president
10 Local speech
11 In vain
12 River boats
13 — majesty
21 Coin
22 Wood
24 Intercepts
27 Redecorate
28 Dill herb
30 Feed the pot
31 Loch —
32 Water-
encircled
spot
33 Mouth: pref.
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
LATER SLAV TOUR
AWARE EARL RULE
COPES RIMA ENCE
ELECTS REDFACED
TEAM DIETERS
ASSORTED MAY,
S0J3
--
SOARS DEMI T
PIGS
Y S
PACER
AT:--A- D
POME
  
RULERS L
SUN L I FEL2NG
TRACER
,
ASHHEAP CATS...
SHORTCUT
TORE ENOL ATONE
RAND ACRE CORNS
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Chamber Players
(Continued from Page 16)
anger as a tormented lover. Pianist,
Geoffrey Burleson, went along for the
ride, sashaying deftly over the ivories,
adding delight to every note.
The second part of the
evening dealt a dose of drama and
orchestrated magic. A scaled-down
ensemble took its place for Russia's
lgor Stravinsky's "L'H istoire du Soldat"
("The Soldier's Tale"), a folktale put to
music. Conducted by Toshimasa
Wada, the seven-member orchestra
pranced and played its way through the
story of a man who makes a deal with
the devil.
Narrated by the Theatre
Department's Steve Vineberg, a
simple tale unfolds with extraordinary
and spine-tingling accompaniment.
Carol Lieberman's violin strung the
listeners along and playfully frolicked
with the trombone of Robert Couture.
The clarinet, bassoon, and trumpet of
Bruce Creditor, Donald Bravo, and
Dennis Alves, respectively, led the
melodies and lifted the tale out of the
drudgery of the military to the elation
of springtime. Barry Boettger pulled
the ears of listeners through the
undercurrent of the piece with his
weighty string bass while percussionist,
Dean Anderson, thumped and
bumped out tell-tale sounds of joy,
sadness, and doom.
The narration was nothing
short of spellbinding as even the
members of the chamber ensemble
listened with undivided delight. Mr.
Vineberg expertly gallavanted his way
through the tale, adding deceit to the
devil, sorrow to the soldier, and heated
contest to a game of cards.
Hailing from the likes of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, the
Boston Pops Orchestra, The Princeton
Ensemble, and the Berldee College of
Music, these musicians charmed their
audience and challenged it to a true
celebration of life. Their next
performance will be Thursday, April
25 and, undoubtedly, it will be a
whimsical evening of contemporary
music.
PERSONALS
Lou-a-vull Chuck Fans -
Willy Wayne says, "She's purdy!"
Fishheads! Which came first, the
dildo or Steely Dan? We wouldn't be
lost if it weren't for male dominated
society! You have touched me and I
have grown! Hi! I'm celebate!
Identity Crisis! Are you in full control
of all of your senses? "Aliens III"
starring Filly! A-frame ecstasy!
Unbelievable! The needle is below
empty - 77 miles to the next modern
facility! Treasure trails! Cheesy,
have you done illegal substances - is
that what you use the money from
your sisters for? Vending machines -
a southern thing? Where the men
are men and the sheep are nervous!
Oh, don't worry, it's just a tree! Oh
look, the tooth fairy left a loaded
revolver. Men - you can't live with
them and you can't just shoot them!
How much is a rick? To all you
sensitive men - Deep Down
Happiness - y'all!
To KELLY DOHERTY:
Happy 20th Birthday!
Here's to parallelograms, "untamed
radio" and Friday night car stuffs.
Have a most excellent year!
ATTENTION ALL SENIORS:
The Purple Patcher needs your
candids NOW!!! Please send to P.O.
2048. Include name, P.O., and
names of pictured people. Candids
can be from all four years. DO IT
BEFORE EASTER!
Dear Dave O'Callaghan:
You were looking pretty fine at the
semi-formals this weekend. You are
so very...
-Still Admiring
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JEN PHILLIPS!!
Oh, and by the way, I love you!
Dear St. Jude:
Help me to get the money I need to
do the things I need to do. Help me
to meet the people I want to meet to
do the things I want to do. Help me...
Was that life? Yes, once again.
Hang Brain's all new brass section helped polish
up the act this past Saturday at the Pizza Sellar.
Stay tuned for more Hang Brain...
DIAL-A-FRIEND
INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGES
RECORDED DAILY
CALL 24 HOURS 753-7673 1
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The voices of royalty take a bow at Mechanics Hall
By TONY WOLF
FEATURES STAFF
The lights dimmed as my
companion and I took our seats in
Mechanics Hall on March 15. My
heart brimmed with eager anticipation
of the events to come: tonight, I was to
witness the incredible performance of
the King's Singers, a world-renown a
cappella group from England.
SINGERS
ING'S
Formed back in 1968 at King's
College in Cambridge, the six-man
singing ensemble has since delighted
such halls as Lincoln Center, the
Hollywood Bowl, and Carnegie Hall in
addition to having recorded over thirty
albums. Some readers may have
caught one of their numerous specials
on PBS over the past ten years.
In any case, these guys are
definitely on the top of the list as far as
a cappella is concerned. For those
who are scratching their heads in
befuddlement at that seemingly
misspelled term, "a cappella" music is
pure vocal harmony, without any
musical accompaniment, as practiced
by artists like Bobby McFerrin and
Take Six. The King's Singers sing
everything from classical Italian
madrigals and Old English ballads to
the Beach Boys and the Beatles in
impeccable six-part harmony.
My expectations for this live
performance were unreasonably high
and this entertaining group did not let
me down in the slightest. They divided
their program into five sections,
beginning with Folksongs of North
America, which featured a lively Irish
gig called "The Feller from Fortune,"
and a touching song of unrequited love
titled "She's Like the Swallow," which
brought tears to the eyes of my date!
This section also contained a
fun, raucous tune called "I Bought Me
a Cat," which contained some unusual
barnyard noises. The lyrics of this
song also had to be watered down
substantially because, as one of the
singers drolly intoned in a thick British
otherwise serious madrigals: they all
played poker while singing "Il Gioco di
Primiera," acting with happiness or
sorrow at their hands as the dynamics
of the song indicated. Not only were
these guys great singers, but they
proved themselves to be formidable
comedians and actors as well!
Having finished the
madrigals, the King's Singers went on
to perform several South African a
cappella selections. Each song was
performed with the appropriate gusto
or remorse, but the most endearing of
these had to be "Mambabor, or
'Wow!', an exclamation of pleasure
from a young man admiring a young
woman who is passing by.
Next, the group embarked on
one of their trademark devices: singing
orchestral music. As the program
Beginning with an incredible version of
"an old Californian folk song, 'Good
Vibrations," they went on to sing the
Beatles' "Michelle." The group
concluded their concert with an old,
obscure song by Ray Stevens called
"Freddie Feelgood and His Fabulous
Good Times Band," in which they
imitated a five-piece jazz band and had
terrific fun dancing around the stage.
One of the most wonderful
qualities of this group is the constant
feeling that their work is a sheer labor
of love. Whether it be a serious,
classical piece or doo-wop 50's tune
they arc performing, it is certain • hat
these guys are having fun! After the
performance, the group came out in
the lobby and had a great time signing
programs and cavorting with their
adoring fans.
"My expectations for this live performance were unreasonably high and this
entertaining group did not let me down in the slightest. ...not only were these guys
great singers but they proved themselves to be formidable comedians and actors as well!"
accent, the original version involved
"the noises of various barnyard
animals, including a wife."
The second section of the
concert contained musk from
Renaissance Italy, and included
several Italian madrigals. The
uncontested height of this section
came when the Singers decided to add
some drama and comedy to these
noted, "Who needs an orchestra when
one has the King's Singers?" These
singers imitated the sounds of
trumpets, violins, trombones, and
percussion so well that if you closed
your eyes you might have thought that
you were listening to a live orchestra.
Finally, the King's Singers
chose to end their program with "the
Lighter Side" of their , repertoire.
The experience of the King's
Singers is an experience of a lifetime.
People hearing them for the first time
raved about the performance and
promised to be back for more...there is
even talk of an upcoming concert in
Boston's Symphony Hall this October.
I know it's a long way off, but for this
quality of entertainment, there's no
harm in planning ahead! I know I'll be
there!
"Epstein's
Mother"
invades the
Pit with
their
eccentric wit
Cheap, tawdry, sleazy, and
downright zany... They're "Epstein's
Mother" and they are not afraid. See
them "sell their deformities for profit";
watch as they enlighten the populous
of Jerusalem; engage in their search
for the craziest man in the world.
"Epstein's Mother" are Rob
Poulin '92, Mark Gunn '93, Brian
Gunn '92, Beth Gunn '91, Gina McCue
'91, and Chip Harper '91. You'll
wonder what the Harpers fed Chip as
a youth; if Rob Poulin is related to
Abe Vigoda; whether or not Gina
McCue was well liked as a child; and
most importantly, if the Gunns are
planning a coup at Holy Cross.
They'll be at the Pit this
Friday and Saturday night at 8 p.m.
and promise to delight or disgust you.
Admission is free, please pay at the
door; have a seat on them, please sit
on the floor.
.a,
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It was good, it was great, it was a trip out of state
By J. "ALAN" KIELY
SPECIAL TO FEATURES
There was a thunderous rumble in
• the distance. A far off sound that-
intruded into the diligent preparations
for midterms. Ignored, the sound crept
closer, its steamy barley-soaked breath
clouded my glassed and drooled on my
shoulder. The beast announced itself -
ROADTRIP! No, I muttered, I
cannot, it's time for midterms, it's... -
ROADTRIP! No, really I mean it, I, I
have... - ROADTRIP! - ROADTRIP!
- ROADTRIP! - ROADTRIP!
The beast had won. The studious
soul had been vanquished. An
automobile was procured (thanks
Dad) and three comrades were
requisitioned. Destination: Princeton
University. Estimated Time of Arrival:
7:30 pm Friday February 21.
After catching a quick class Friday
afternoon the intrepid souls mounted
their steed. (Read: 1979 Chevy Malibu
- awesome roadtrip vehicle) Pilot was
equipped with the traditional roadtrip
Flight Suit, this is very important. The
Flight Suit enables the driver of the
Malibu to accomplish land speed
records and still look cool while doing
so. And since it is the genuine article
from my Uncle's Vietnam days it even
has my name on it. Very cool.
A little geography is needed first.
Princeton, as you may or may not
know, is on the other side of that
sprawling corrupt mass known
affectionately as New York City.
Thankfully, Interstate 95, the coronary
of the Atlantic Seaboard, allows one to
10% OFF ALL
[11
SERVICES
LJ
*Mufflers
*Brakes
*Alignment
*Wheel Balancing
*Struts
*Shocks
We otter free estimates
*Must present valid photo Student I.D. at time of purchase
Not negotiable. No Double Discounts. Coupon may not be combined with any other sale
or promotion offer. Offer good at participating locations.
NOBODY BEATS MIDAS
Webster
Worcester Rd., Route 12
(Near K-Mart)
(508)943-2235
Worcester
1 Coes Square
(508)752-2888
Auburn
451 Southbridge St.
(508)832-5774
Shrewsbury
67 Boston Turnpike
(508)752-0858
pass unscathed through places the
papers say one should never visit. Our
plan was to merrily whisk through "the
City" with a quick stop on Castle Hill
Ave (Exit 5B) to drop off a fellow
Crusader who was going home to see
Mom.
Ahh, the best laid plans of mice
and men. Needless to say we planed
our departure perfectly to coincide
with NYC's infamous "rush hour."
Rush hour, this thing lasts forever and
we hops-hunting fools were getting
thirsty. Visions of ice cold kegs danced
in our heads, and yet the traffic around
us seemed ready to rip the very same
heads off. These people were vicious,
and they say Massachusetts drivers are
bad. Sheesh.
After Throngs Neck, the directions
said, the exit will be right there. It
wasn't. Last exit before the George
Washington Bridge, the sign said.
"Last exit," my co-pilot chimed in, "We
must have missed it..." I slugged him.
The Flight Suit was getting a little
warm now. Tom Cruise I was not. "I
think we should get off and ask
somebody, maybe at a gas station..."
The interloper in the rear added.
Things were getting ugly between the
three suburbanites in the Malibu. It
got a lot worse.
The exit said something about
181st street. "Isn't this the Bronx?" My
valiant co-pilot pointed out. I told you
things were getting ugly. When we
spotted what appeared to be an officer
of the law, co-pilot and interloper
rushed to ask for direction. I took
pictures, after all I was in the Bronx.
Directions received from the friendly
meterperson, and we quickly made
tracks...to Harlem.
Yes, Harlem. I blame this event on
the co-pilot. Park and 125st is an
interesting place to visit at seven on
Friday night, but I was supposed to be
in Princeton NJ. (That's exit #9) Well
at least we did get to see the Apollo
Theatre. Ugly, fails to convey the
mood in the Malibu at this point. Just
do not ask about the laughing fit at the
stop light. Upon spotting another cop
outside a parking garage, co-pilot once
again ventured forth for salvation. "He
said, 'You're not where you wanna
be." The co-pilot announced. We
agreed that about summed up the
evening thus far.
Intelligence finally crept into the
Malibu and we made out way back to
1-95 and headed north. Yes, you
guessed it in exit was right where it was
supposed to be. Except that the
southbound exit had been closed two
years ago, nice. New York is just great.
The interloper was handed safely over
to Mom and all was right with the
world.
(Continued on Page 21)
Flower Shop
Strbing th tolv Cro.steontntunitto
for Oa 25 mitt.
DANCE ORDERS
Presentation. Roses - w/Bow and Baby Breath in Fancy Box . .
SAVE ($.50 on Presentation Roses if ordered by Wed)
3ouLonniere5 -. Rose andCarnation in all colors
SAVE ($.50 on Rose Boutonnieres iF ordered by Wed).
, Orcbid Corsage - wrist or pin-on for $12.50, cd„ us for specially decordted Presentation Roses a Butonnieres.
Free Delivery CALL 756-4329 . 891 Main St., Worcester 
All Stores Open
Mon-Fri 7:30am=6:00pm. Sat. 7:30am-4:00pm
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Roadtrip
(Continued from Page 20)
The two man crew reboarded the
Malibu and headed south again past
all the "EROC' (that guy gets around)
and burned out cars and over the
bridge. We were out of the Bronx. We
were out of New York. Ugly was
thrown out the window., Upon
reflection it seems important to note
that not at any time were we actually
threatened or harassed or intimidated
while traveling in "the City." Much of
the anxiousness we felt was purely due
to the media stereotyping of the area.
There are bad people there and there
are good people there, just like
anywhere, a point worth remembering.
The final sprint to Princeton was
just that, a sprint. The Flight Suit
worked well as the Malibu arrived on
campus fifty minutes after leaving
NYC. As promised the silver barrel 'o
fun was chilled and awaiting us. (Yes,
there was a keg in the dorm room , we
were appalled. NOT.) After "Hello's"
all around, we got down to the real
business of roadtripping. That is the
immersion of one into the culture of
another school. And what a culture
Princeton has. It's great.
As a second semester sophomore
one is able to "bicker" for entrance to
one of 27 "eating" clubs. Of which
Cottage, T.1., and D.E.C. are the most
sought after. These clubs serve as the
students essential soe41 link with other
students. For a price the student
partakes all his meals at the club as
well the weekend privileges of being a
member, namely beer, and lots of it -
free. The clubs of "the street" are a
definite highlight and Friday night I
experienced them in rare form. My co-
pilot was bravely engaged in holding
down the dorm couch at this point.
My guides, Sir John Cabral and Sir
Ryan McDonough, pointed out that
we wouldn't have been friends to bring
him with us on our journey to "the
street." Co-pilot 2nd Lt. "Goose" Villa
guarded the "kicked" keg. He did H(
proud. Our first stop was Cottage club
where the coolest passageway to a tap
room was seen. It was a false panel in
the wall. Way nifty. One could not tell
where the door was until someone
came out of it. After hearing that T.I.
The4 Cialy
(Tiger Inn) was the place to be, we
headed over there. The band quickly
alerted us to the fact that it would be a
good long night. It was.
Saturday day was passed in relative
big-headed bliss. I was glad to see my
co-pilot moving again. Saturday night
quickly arrived and after a quick stop
at Hogie Heaven for some great chow
we began are preparations for "the
street." Rumor had it that Cottage was
having a Hawaiian night and the only
way to get a pass was to drink from
ones shoe. As I failed to bring along
sandals, my dock-siders were
christened. It was not as bad as I
thought. What one will do for a fun
night.
It was worth it. A great bash, in a
great place, with great people. To top
it off we made the ritual cross campus
to the WaWa food store. A mythical
24-hour heaven which served chili-
cheese dogs and was ripped off more
than our beloved Texaco from what I
was told. College students are very
much the same everywhere, and yet
the fun in roadtripping is discovering
that.
With hurried good-bye's and
thank-you's pilot and co-pilot,
reboarded the massive Malibu for the
return. Of course the traditional Flight
Suit WS donned and we quickly
reached warp-speed and Connecticut.
Police Officers are nice. State Police
Officers are sometimes nice.
Connecticut State Police Officers are
sneaky. Thank my stars this one was
also nice. Six hundred dollars nice. I do
not know why he did not give me that
bear of a ticket. I think it was the
Flight Suit that saved me, but I do not
know. I don't think I want to know.
The trip post-police was slower, and
uneventful.
Roadtrips are needed. Mt. ST.
James is a great place but the air often
gets a little thin up here. Sometimes it
is very necessary to swallow large gulps
of another school. So if the Roadtrip
monster ever drools on you, follow it.
A good time is guaranteed. Remember
B is for Basil assaulted by bears.
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Maplewood Heights. Walk to campus.
Two and three bedrooms, starting at $700
School year leases available.
Call John at 508-795-7254
Counselors/Instructors needed
at beautiful residential summer camp for girls in Vermont. Gymnastics,
' tennis, sailing, riding, canoeing, waterfront, ceramics, arts/crafts, dance
drama, tripping. Summer secretary & leadership trainer also needed.
Strong skills, good moral character & love of children a must. Academic
credit available. Mid
-June - Mid
-August. Female, non-smokers. Contact
tochearn Camp. Box 550, Post Mills, VT 05058, 802-333-4211 days,
603-643-2639 eves/wkends.
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Slammed in the south
A dream season ends in Auburn
By DAN BOYLE
SPORTS STAFF
"Basketball is a game of
streaks."
This statement, made by
Auburn Head Coach Joe
Ciampi, sums up the entire
NCAA 2nd Round match-up
between the Auburn Lady
Tigers and the Holy Cross
Lady Crusaders. By the end of
the game, the major story
would be one of streaks and
runs.
Coming into the game both
teams were riding high on
streaks. The Lady Crusaders
had won nine games in a row
and 20 of their last 21, and the
Lady Tigers had not lost at
Memorial Coliseum (their
home gym and the site of this
game) in 66 straight
appearances. One of these
streaks would come to an end.
Holy Cross had reached
Auburn on the strength of an
81-74 1st Round victory over
the University of Maryland.
Because of a conflict with the
men's NCAA Tournament, the
sixth seeded Terrapins had to
come north to the Hart Center
to face eleventh seeded Holy
Cross, a move which had the
Maryland Head Coach issuing
a terse statement of "no
comment" after the game.
There were two questions
qr that needed to be answered to
see who would win this first
round game. For Maryland it
was how much their youth
would play a role in the game,
For Holy Cross it was how
much would they miss senior
tri-captain Ann Lambiotte,
who had torn her anterior
cruciate ligament early in the
second half of the Patriot
League semi-final game
va. 
against Lafayette.
Holy Cross answered their
question early - on the first
shot of the game, in fact - when
sophomore Carrie
Ramenofsky, starting in place
of Lambiotte, nailed a three
point shot from the right wing.
The rest of the first half was
nip and tuck.
Neither team was able to
jump out to more than a six
point lead, without the other
coming right back to make it
close. Maryland's youth had
not yet become a factor, as
they led at the half time buzzer
37-34.
Actually it was the more
experienced Lady Crusader
team which got itself in trouble
by way of fouls. Senior tri-
captain Kris Shields and
sophomores Norinne Powers
and Beth Godfrey had picked
up three fouls apiece giving
Holy Cross Head Coach Bill
Gibbons some front court
problems he would have to
deal with in the second half.
Six straight Maryland
points to open the second half
' prompted Coach Gibbons to
call a time out with 18:11 left in
the game, and, possibly, the
season. Going into the time
out the Lady Crusaders looked
like a beaten club, and when
Shields picked up her fourth
foul only thirty seconds later,
the end seemed to get that
much closer.
Maryland continued to
stretch out its lead and
eventually got it up to eleven
points, 55-44, with 13:19 to
play. Coach Gibbons made a
bold move to put Shields, who
was "frustrated sitting on the
bench," back into the game
with just under thirteen
minutes remaining. The
results were fairly staggering.
The return of Shields,
along with the awakening of
the crowd, seemed to push
Holy Cross forward. For
twelve minutes, from 12:44 left
to 57 seconds left, the Lady
Crusaders out-scored a
"panicked" Terrapin team 32-
12, propelling them to nine
point lead of their own, 76-67.
As the crowd called for
Auburn, Holy Cross finished
off Maryland in one of the
greatest games the Hart
Center has ever seen.
Both of the pre-game
questions had played a key role
in the outcome of the game.
Holy Cross was able to
compensate Lambiotte's
absence, while Maryland's
youth could not handle the
crowd or the pressure.
Senior tri-captain Mary
Helen Walker, who, the next
day, would be named to the
All-ECAC First Team, led
Holy Cross with 26 points,
while Shields added 19 points
and twelve rebounds, most of
both when she had four fouls.
Powers and junior Anne Davis
chipped in with twelve and ten
points respectively.
When the ball was tossed
up on Sunday at Auburn,
Walker seemed ready to pick
up where she left off on
Wednesday against Maryland.
Taking the ball strong to the
hoop, she opened the scoring,
giving Holy Cross a brief 2-0
lead.
And then the runs began.
Auburn, the national
runner-up in each of the last
three seasons, exploded right
back with run number 1,
scoring fourteen straight
points, pushing them out to a
14-2 lead.
The run was ended by a
player making one of the most
I Patriot League Coach of the Year Bill Gibbons spurs his troops on.
(Continued on Page 24)
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By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS EDITOR
Thoughts before checking into an NCAA
Tournament detox center...
Boy, that Jim Boeheim can coach, huh?
After seeing Dick Vitale and Jim Valvano
interview P.J. Carlissemmo on ESPN, I rented both
"Godfather" movies and made myself some rigatoni's `with
meat sauce.
Who the heck is Murray State named after?
What famous "Murray's" are there in history?
I don't think we'll be seeing any of Bo's "Cross-
Training" commercials anytime soon.
The two ugliest guys in the Tournament were the
bald guy on Richmond and Billy Singleton of St. John's.
I think they could pass as the "Lee Brothers" - "Ug"
and "Home."
I still can't get over that Richmond-Syracuse thing.
Jim Boeheim couldn't coach two eight year-olds in a game
of "Hide and Seek."
The Tyson-Ruddock fight should not have been
stopped. Case closed.
It was nice to see Nick Aieta mount such a spirited
SGA campaign despite the fact he sniffed too much glue as
a kid.
I'm tired of the NCAA lingo - "on the bubble,"
"The Big Dance," etc. They need new terms.
Instead of "on the bubble," how about "They might
make the tournament even though their backcourt
doubleteamed an unsuspecting coed?"
Instead of "The Big Dance," how 'bout "The Small,
Underdeveloped Country?"
I can't believe Bobby Hull has eighty goals! What
a comeback!
How's Richard Steele's week going?
I wouldn't want to be on the same highway with
Nick Esasky anytime soon.
Was Jerry Tarkanian really in the "Star Wars" bar
scene?
Something about the H.C. Rugby team in the
Bahamas... a tropical island with no drinking age...
I just keep thinking of terms like "Rated R" and
"For Adults Only."
Schwarzkopf, Patton, Macarthur, Boeheim...
I'm surprised Ahmad Rashad didn't find a way to
crash "The Big Dance."
He's everywhere else.
Len Dykstra should probably find a new hobby.
Maybe ballroom dancing.
Come on. Admit it. Secretly, you still think Greg's
room in the attic was pretty cool.
My roommate John made it through another St.
Patrick's Day Weekend.
Barely.
The sight of Don King holding a small flag during
the Tyson fight forced me to stick electrical tape to my legs
and then quickly pull it off.
Three predictions: The Hulkster, Holyfield, and
UNLV over Arkansas.
Did you know that I have the strength of five men?
For those of you who missed out on Steve (Air)
Herman's ribald tales of his Cancun trip, WaldenBooks and
Harlequin are combining on a series of cassette novels that
will be released in May.
(On a more serious note...
Vannicelli always claimed he was going to grow old
and die on the Hill. He was half-right.
Quite simply, the man was the best professor I ever
had. He believed in me and brought out the best in me and
I wish I could have had the chance to say goodbye. I miss
him already.)
Parenthesis closed.
Thr Crugadre Ii Kiely. h
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Some sun and fun in the Arizona desert
By KURT SANGER
SPORTS STAFF
While all you folks were on vacation, sunning yourselves on the
islands, I was hard at work on this column. Yes, a devoted columnist never
gets a vacation, so I spent the spring break researching Phoenix sports with
my pals and fellow Crusaders Tom, Marty, and native Phoenician Chris.
Saturday: I watched the HC-Fordham game with the guys on
ESPN; it sounded odd to hear John Saunders repeatedly yell, "WE'RE
GONNA HEAD BACK TO WORCESTER," every five minutes while the
coverage was diverted to another game. Everyone looked real good on
camera and it was a heartbreaker, especially since there was no one to share
our sorrow with way out west.
Sunday: We went to the Giants' big league camp. It was held at
Scottsdale Stadium, home of the original Green Monster which the Red Sox
stole from them years ago. Matt Williams took batting practice; Kevin
Mitchell took batting practice; then Will Clark took batting perfection. He
put a couple over the right field fence, a mere 380 feet away. His swing is as
pure as water running out of a faucet.
Monday: We went to the Giants training camp again. Matt
Williams and Kevin Mitchell were running rat races against each other and
sliding in the outfield. Then they all took fielding practice. I was surprised
that the drills the Giants took were exactly the same drills I used to do in
High School ball. I thought that at that level they'd be doing things a lot
differently, and of course they did everything better, but seeing them doing
those drills brought me back to the days when I was doing them, and I
started to wonder if maybe I could handle big league grounders...
But then Matt Williams almost took one off the face at third, and
quickly my wondering ended.
After training camp, we all went down to ASU and played pick up
hoops at one of the world's most famous basketball parks. Marty proved
himself worthy of the intense, world class competition by hitting three shots,
grabbing four rebounds, and topping it all off with a steal to save the game.
Tuesday: Perhaps the biggest highlights of our trip came on this
day. I saw Willie Mays, baseball Hall of Famer, speak at a luncheon. He
wasn't a great speaker and he continually repeated, "You love me," in his
speech, but to see a man who accomplished so much in a sport so loved do
anything was a genuine pleasure.
After that I went back to the Giants camp again. Things were
winding down and everyone was walking in. All of a sudden, Will Clark, my
favorite player, started signing autographs. Clark, who is renowned for
having an attitude towards fans like he could care less about them, struggled
through photographs with kids and signing balls.
..And then the Thrill signed a card for me. I had nothing for him
to sign, so I reached into my wallet and grabbed the first thing I could find, a
picture of my baby cousin. I wished I had a ball or something for him, but I
gave him what I had. Clark looked at it and said, "ah, looks like a new one."
"Yeah," I said, she loves you already."
"Start em' early," he said.
Clark's signature, the only autograph I have ever gotten and will
ever get, is neatly captured on the back of my cousin Maggie's pictire
forever in my wallet.
From there, we went to see a baseball game between Texas Tech
and ASU. Tto give you an idea of how big Arizona State sports are, there is
an off campus store that has nothing to do with the school that sells only
ASU sporting goods. In addition to that, there is a line of ASU baseball
cards.
ASU baseball cards!!!
In the ballgamc, Mike Kelly, the nation's consensus best player as a
sophmore, hit a three run homer en route to an 18-12 ASU win. Let me
make a prediction: Kelly could be one of the best players in major league
ball before the turn of the century. This blast he hit went four hundred feet
to left field and he didn't even get all of it... he didn't even get half of it!
Wednesday: Went to the Giants' training camp again. They played
in intersquad game. Dave Righetti didn't pitch, but I saw him for the first
time in a Jints' uniform and a shock ran through my body. He was so good
for the Yanks and was the last true Yankee, and I never saw him look better
on the field then he did in that uniform.
Wednesday night, the Arcadia Blazers, a semi-pro hockey team
from Phoenix skated to a thrilling 6-6 tie. Led by Chris' dad, Edward "the
law enforcer" Burke, who almost won the game with a post-deflected shot,
the Blazers came a step closer to the Arizona Hockey Championship (yes,
there is hockey in Arizona).
Weekend: Chris and I flew back to New York to see the Big East
tournament at the Garden (The Madison Square one, the only one, and just
to shut up all you Boston fans who think the Boston Garden is the Garden,
there is one thing that holds it back, there is one thing that proves that,
despite all its championships and banners, it is worse the Madison Square
Garden.
...it's in Boston. Get a real city, then we'll talk.)
Seton Hall won the tournament, hitting buzzer shots Friday and
Saturday to advance to the finals, where they met Georgetown, the most
boring team in NCAA basketball. Watching them play is like reading stock
reports.
Meanwhile, back at ASU, Marty and Tom witnessed the most
incredible event in Arizona State sports history. 165 pound Pi. Ritter won
two body building championships over five former wrestlers and football
players who outweighed and out muscled him by almost twice as much.
Asked to explain his unbelievable victory, Ritter replied, "it's not the size of
the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight in the dog."
But the best lesson I learned on this sports vacation was given by a
Rabbi, who gave the invocation at the Willie Mays luncheon. He spoke
about the war and how it related to sports. "In ancient Greek times," the
Rabbi said, "we honored athletes because they were also our warriors.
Today, we honor athletes because they represent our aspirations." In other
words, all the Will Clarks, the Kevin Mitchell, the Willie Mays', and even
the Pi. Ritters cannot be measured in statistics or titles. These athletes
represent a perfection in their respective areas, a perfection that all should
try to duplicate in whatever they do, even outside of the sporting world.
This summer,
take a quarter off.
Save 25 percent on three courses,
20 percent on two.
Call IMO-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call 708[491-11M or mail this coupon.
Nanie
School Address
stme
Northwestern University
Summer Session '91
Think or swim.
I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of the Su:11111ff
Session '91 catalog with financial aid and urg1.11;11k,fi
information (available in April).
Please send the catalog to EJ my home.
my school.,
Northwestern University Summer Session '91
2003 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650
IP
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Gibbons' gang is bounced
in 'Bama
(Continued from Page 22)
remarkable appearances of the
season. Lambiotte, whose
season was thought to be over,
hit a jumper from the top of
the key and began run number
two. The 15-2 Holy Cross run,
with seven points coming from
a noticeably hobbled
Lambiotte, gave the Lady
Crusaders a one point lead, 17-
16, with 6:15 left in the half.
But the Lady Tigers roared
right back. Auburn's match-up
2-3 zone - which Walker said,
"wouldn't let us get into a flow
on offense" - keyed an 18-2 run
and put them ahead 34-19.
Coach Gibbons called a time
out in the midst of the run and
encouraged his team to cut the
deficit to ten points by the half,
and a jumper by sophomore
Norinne Powers did just that,
making the score 34-24 at the
half.
Coach Gibbons thought his
team was in "good shape" down
only ten at the half; seven
straight points to open the
second half (the final three
coming on a three-point bomb
by Davis to cut the Auburn
lead to three) did nothing but
make him feel better.
But without calling a time
out and, as Lambiotte said,
"keeping their composure",
Auburn went on another run,
their third of the game. The
17-5 run put Auburn back in
front by a comfortable margin
of fifteen, 51-36, with 10:43 to
play.
Just when people may have
counted the Lady Crusaders
out, back they came. In a
mirror image of what
happened against Maryland,
Holy Cross stormed back to
cut the deficit to four, 53-49,
on a three point play by
Walker with 8:52 to play.
It would be as close as they
would get. Auburn again
turned up the defensive
pressure and allowed the Lady
Crusaders to score only nine
points the rest of the game, the
final two coming on a nice
combination play by first year
players Dawn Hoegh and
Laurie Carson. While all of
this was happening, Auburn
was out scoring 31 points
themselves.
While the final score read
84-56, the game was closer
than that. The Lady
Crusaders' only problem at the
end of the game was that there
was not enough time to make
another run.
What the game eventually
came down to, besides the
runs, was turnovers. Holy
Cross committed 27; Auburn
just ten. Lambiotte's
statement about composure
being the difference was right
on. Auburn never called a
time out and every time Holy
Cross got close, Auburn made
a big steal or hit a big shot to
extend their lead and take
them out of danger.
"Every season has to end
with a loss, unless you win it
all," stated Shields in the post-
game Auburn interview, and
she is of course correct. But
this team is not one that needs
to think about the Auburn loss
as any more than just another
game in an otherwise very
successful season.
-Their 25 wins were the
most by a women's basketball
team at Holy Cross ever.
-They also won Holy Cross'
first women's regular season
league title by going
undefeated in the Patriot
League, and won the inaugural
Patriot League Tournament,
beating Lafayette, 77-67, in the
semi-final and Army, 65-52, in
the championship game.
-They were also the first
Holy Cross women's team to
win an NCAA Tournament
game.
This team says good-bye to
a simply marvelous senior
class, perhaps the greatest
class to ever grace Mount St.
James. All three topped the
1,000 point plateau, doing so
quite easily. Ann Lambiotte,
who suffered a premature end
to her season and underwent
reconstructive surgery on her
knee yesterday; Kris Shields,
who came on after a shaky first
year to become one of the
Lady Crusaders' most
dependable players; and Mary
Helen Walker, who showed
what kind of player she really
is when not hampered by
injuries. This season's honors
for the group included:
LAMBIOTTE—Patriot
League Scholar of the Year,
First Team Patriot League
Selection, and GTE Academic
All- America Third Team
SHIELDS-- Second Team
Patriot League Selection
WALKER--Patriot League
Player of the Year, Patriot
League Tournament Most
Valuable Player, Worcester
Basketball Coaches,
Sportswriters and
Sportscasters Association
Most Valuable Player, and
ECAC First Team.
But to say that there is
nothing coming back next year
would be to greatly
underestimate the women
returning next year. Junior
Anne Davis was also named to
the Patriot League Second -
Team, and has consistently
improved her floor game over
the last three years.
Classmates Amy Ross and
Andrea Tucker each received
minutes and showed vast
improvement as the season
went along.
Out of the sophomores,
Norinne Powers is possibly, as
Coach Gibbons says, "the next
great player at Holy Cross."
Beth Godfrey provided a
strong back up center for
Shields and should be ready to
step to the forefront next
season. Carrie Ramenofsky
moved into the starting line-up
whenever she was called upon,
and proved that she can play
Mary Helen Walker fought off a first-half ankle injury to score 26 against Maryland.
Point guard Anne Davis is a picture of concentration.
and especially shoot whenever
necessary. And Meghan
Sullivan, who missed all of her
first year recovering from a
knee injury, ana showed that
she can play both point and off
guard when needed.
First year players Laurie
Carson and Dawn Hoegh have
now been through a college
season and know what is
needed for them to continue to
contribute at the college level.
Because this is the Iasi
article I will write for this
wonderful publication, it's time
for me to thank some people
who have made my job much
easier over the last four years:
First, to all the players of
the teams that I have covered.
Your help and honesty aided
me in writing this piece every
week. Second, to the coaches,
who have put up with my
nagging questions, and last-
second interviews.
And finally, but certainly
(Continued on Page 25)
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THINK ITALIAN
THINK 
ANGELA'S
Worcester's answer to
Boston's North End
257 Park Ave.
Worcester, Mass.
756-7995
Tuesday Special: Present College I.D. and enjoy
Rigatoni & Meatballs for just $3.95
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The first NCAA tournament win, ever
The Women's hoop team defeated Maryland for their first NCAA victory ever (See Simmons, below right).
HC falls in
Auburn
(Continued from Page 24)
most importantly, to Rosemary
Shea, the Assistant
Coordinator of Women's
Athletics. Were it not for her
incredible patience and
unfathomable help my job
would be impossible. She is
usually overlooked when it
comes to things like this, and it
is about time she got some,
and I mean any, recognition.
As for the readers of this
article, let me just encourage
you to go to some of the
sporting events on this campus,
both this spring and in the
coming years. I don't just
mean the big games - although
your attendance at these is
important - but also the little
games along the way. It is
often these smaller games that
lead to the big ones. Besides,
the athletes want and deserve
your support, and who knows...
some school spirit just might
do you some good.
1990-91 WOMEN'S ALL-PATRIOT LEAGUE TEAMS:
First Team:
Mary Helen Walker - HOLY CROSS - Sr. guard.
Suzanne Bowen - Colgate - Sr. forward.
Nicole Williams - Fordham - Jr. forward.
Ann Lambiotte - HOLY CROSS - Sr. forward.
Julie Bachman - Bucknell - Sr. forward.
Second Team:
Annie Davis - HOLY CROSS - Jr. guard.
Terri Daddo - Lafayette - Jr. forward.
Kris Shields - HOLY CROSS - Jr. center.
Christie Kennedy - Fordham - Jr. forward.
Sandy Hume - Lehigh - Sr. forward.
1990-91 PLAYER OF THE YEAR:
Mary Helen Walker, HOLY CROSS.
1990-91 ROOKIE OF THE YEAR:
Kelly Dee, Bucknell.
100-91 COACH OF THE YEAR:
Bill Gibbons, HOLY CROSS.
1990-91 SCHOLAR-ATHLETE:
Ann Lambiotte, HOLY CROSS.
Patriot League All
-Tournament Team:
Mary Helen Walker, HOLY CROSS (MVP).
Stacy Farrow, Lafayette.
Kim Kawamoto, Army.
Mary Langendorf, Army.
Kris Shields, HOLY CROSS.
Nicole Williams, Fordham.
111.C 11.11NT i
There will always be the Maryland Game.
Yes, the women's team lost to Auburn, and yes,
they fell apart after cutting the lead to four, and yes, they
committed 27 turnovers in 40 minutes. But there is still
the Maryland Game.
There is Walker taking over in the second half,
scoring sideways and horizontally and even through 
people... there is Shields, grabbing every big rebound
despite having four fouls... there are the young players,
Carson, Powers, Sullivan, and Godfrey, thrown into the
fire and responding... there is the Coach, in a groove,
shuttling players in and out like he was at gunpoint,
somehow compensating for Lambiotte's absence... there is
the crowd, on its feet, screaming, hollering, TAKING
Maryland out of the game...
This may have been the last great team that Holy
Cross will ever have. Our school is deemphazing athletics
and the scholarships are gone and we've moved into the
nerdy Patriot League. The great coaching minds on
campus - Duffner and Gibbons - we'll surely be gone soon.
Recruiting will center more on SAT averagers than scoring
averages. And that's fine. Maybe that's the way it should
he.
But someday, years from now, maybe the higher-
ups on campus will play the tape of the Maryland Game.
They would see the intensity of Shields and the brilliance
of Walker and the potential of the underclassmen. They'd
see the coach willing his team back from the dead, and
they'd see the Hart Center as a madhouse instead of a
cem etary.
Maybe they'd even long for the old days.
--BILL SIMMONS
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Prioleau's Revenge:
H.C. loses a heartbreaker to Fordham
By BING WALDERT
SPORTS STAFF
The Holy Cross men's
basketball team entered the
inaugural Patriot League
tournament as huge
underdogs. Many skeptics
thought they had no chance of
getting past Lehigh - who had
beaten them twice this year,
much less top-seeded
Fordham.
But before they could meet
their chief rivals, H.C. had to
deal with the Red Raiders of
COLGATE in the first round.
This was probably the best first
round matchup of the bottom
three teams; Army was a
physical team who could wear
its team down for the next day
and Lafayette's conservative
style could produce - a
tournament upset.
semi-finals against the Lehigh-
Lafayette winner.
Colgate was led by
Jonathan Stone who had 18
points and 8 rebounds and
Devin Hughes who had 17 in
the final game of his college
career. The Cross was led by
one of Leon Dickerson's best
performances of his career
with 19 points and 12 rebounds
as well as playing an excellent
defensive game. (Dickerson
commented, "One of my goals
heading into the tournament
was to get more rebounds.")
Jim Nairus chipped in 17
points and 8 rebounds and Bill
Walker had 12 points.
Holy Cross also got very
strong performances off the
pine as Roger Breslin (who
played his best ball from
February on) had a career-
high 13 points and ZERO
Leon Dickerson
Fordham loss.
next year's co-captain) was relentless in the
From the opening gum the
Crusaders appeared strong,
leading early by 7 or 8.
However, they were not able to
put Colgate away, letting them
draw within one before coming
back to take a 9 point halftime
lead.
In the 2nd half, the
Crusaders stretched their lead
to as much as 20 with 11:42
left. But as in the last meeting
of these two teams, Colgate
would not roll over and play
dead. Senior Devin Hughes,
not yet ready to let his career
end, led the Red Raiders on a
12-0 rum with a pair of 3's and
a driving lay-up. This killed
Colgate though because as
Red Raider coach Jack Bruen
commented, "We ran out of
gas on that run. We used up a
lot physically and emotionally
and couldn't get back in it."
This was true as HC took
their lead to 16 and never let
Colgate get close than 11.
With 35.3 seconds left both
coaches cleared their benches,
and Holy Cross had secured a
92-74 victory and a trip to the
The..CruurJr 1.1 kick Jr
turnovers in 22 minutes at
point guard, Scott Martzloff
had 10 points, 7 rebounds and
was perfect from the fru
throw line and Frank Powell,
in the words of Holy Cross
coach George Blaney, "...really
came in and gave us a lift,"
scoring 8 points and yanking
down 5 rebounds in just 14
minutes of play.
In the other two semi-final
games, Bucknell beat Army
67-49 to earn the right to play
Fordham and Lehigh beat
Lafayette 69-65 in the closing
seconds to become Holy
Cross' semifinal Opponent.
The next night the
Crusaders took on LEHIGH
and a one man wrecking crew
in the personal of Bob
Krizansky. The two teams
played evenly until Holy Cross
leaped out to a 28-20 lead with
8:13 left in the first half.
However, a pair of Krizansky
3-pointers put Lehigh back in
the game, and only an Aaron
Jordan 8 footer at the buzzer
gave Holy Cross a two point
lead at halftime.
The two teams battled
evenly throughout the second
half with the largest lead by
either team being 5 for Holy
Cross. The Purple were in the
driver's seat most of the way
though holding the lead for
most of the half until with 2:25
left in regulation when Chuck
Penn hit a lay-up on the break
giving Lehigh a 1-point lead.
Weedon countered with a
free throw, but Krizansky then
drove on the other end and
dished to Dozie Mbonu who
was fouled by Jim Nairus.
Mbonu hit the second of his
free throws to put Lehigh up
by one again.
On the ensuing Holy Cross
possession Earl Weedon made
one of the best plays of his
career. He got the ball at the
free throw line with his back to
the basket, then spun around
and drove to the hoop for a
lay-up and a Holy Cross lead.
As Blaney commented, "It was
a senior play."
A Lehigh miss and a Bill
Walker free throw put the
cross up by two, but Krizansky
(again) hit a lay-up with 6.7
seconds left to tie the game at
80 apiece. Holy Cross called a
time out and had time for one
possession.
What would they do? A
play to Jim Nairus or Bill
Walker maybe? Well, I finally
came to the conclusion that
any fan of Holy Cross
basketball would: Give the
ball to Aaron Jordan for one of
his patented end to end drives
at the end of a game. And
that's what they did.
Jordan got the ball in the
backcourt and sprinted
downcourt where he put up a
runner that... rolled off at the
The Hurricane swirls in for the jam.
buzzer. We were going into
OT.
Holy Cross got the tip and
Jim Nairus hit a three pointer
from the left side to put the
Purple up by 3. However, Bob
Krizansky (who else?)
answered with a driving lay-up,
and the two teams traded
points until Jim Nairus hit his
second three of the OT to put
the Cross up by 3. Krizansky
(of course) then answered with
a 3 of his own to tie the game.
But Lehigh began to foul Holy
Cross and were not able to hit
another shot as Holy Cross
pulled out a 95-90 victory in
overtime.
Lehigh was led by a super-
human perfor-mance from,
well, Bob Krizansky - 31
points, 14 rebounds, and 6
assists. Chuck Penn added 17
points and Jay Hipps and
Dozie Mbonu each had 11.
Holy Cross was led by Jim
Nairus who had 26 points
including 7 in OT. Sophomore
Bill Walker had a sparkling 25
points and 8 rebounds, and
Sophomore Billy Walker goes up for two, undaunted
Aaron Jordan added 20. More
importantly, Holy Cross did
not miss a shot from the field
in overtime to secure the win.
In the earlier game, Fordham
defeated Bucknell 82-76 and it
would be a Fordham-Holy
Cross matchup in the finals.
Holy Cross leaped out to
an early lead in front of a
national TV audience on
ESPN going up 7-0 in the first
2 minutes. However, Fordham
came storming back with a 10
point run to take the lead. The
two teams battled it out for the
rest of the half and in a bit of
foreshadowing were tied at the
end of the first half.
At the start of the second
half, the Crusaders came out
very flat and went down by 14
just over 4 minutes into the
half. But Ram star Damon
Lopez - the Patriot League
player of the year - also picked
up his 4th foul during this run.
- Fordham was able to hold
off the Purple for a stretch
until the Crusaders went on a
(Continued on Page 27)
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The Delivery Boy, Earl Weedon, drives for a clutch go-ahead lay-up against Lehigh
In,' .Crumder 1.1 Kich Ir
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12-0 run to tie the game with
8:55 left forcing Fordham
coach Nick Macarchuk to put
Lopez back in the game.
The Rams once again
opened up a lead but Holy
Cross came back tying the
game once again with 5:30 left.
The two teams played evenly
until H.C. took the lead on an
Earl Weedon lay-up- Lopez
then sank one of his patented
jump hooks to tie the game up,
grabbed a steal, and hit
another hook to give Fordham
the lead. Aaron Jordan
countered with a free throw to
cut the lead to one and Mike
Rice hit a free throw of his
own for Fordham for a 2-point
Ram lead.
With time for one play to
tie, Blaney called on the
captain - Jordan drove to the
hoop and was fouled by Mike
Rice. A.J. incredibly missed
both free throws, but Leon
Dickerson grabbed the clutch
rebound and hit a 16 footer on
the baseline.
Fordham then called time
and after the inbounds play
lost the ball out of bounds.
The referee began to signal for
H.C. to get the ball but
changed his mind and gave the
ball to Fordham for a chance
to win the ballgame. Fred
Herzog got the ball and put it
up but Nairus slapped his shot
away as the buzzer sounded to
end regulation at 73 apiece,
sending the Crusaders into its
second overtime in two days.
Fordham controlled the tip
and got the ball to Lopez on
the baseline where he was
--(questionably) bumped by
Nairus, who was whistled for
his fifth and final foul. As
Nairus left the court for his
final time, Lopez nailed both
his free throws.
Dickerson answered with a
baseline jumper and tied the
game with 3:55 left. Fordham
took an even better advantage
when they went up by 2 with
2:37 left when Damon Lopez
hit a free throw after being
fouled by Aaron Jordan. This
was also A.J.'s fifth and final
foul and he was replaced by
Bill Walker (giving the
Crusaders 5 underclassmen on
the court).
Jean Prioleau then hit a 3
for Fordham; Martzloff missed
down low and Fred Herzog
was fouled by Frank Powell
but missed both his free throws
to blow Fordham's chances at
Jim Nairus sinks this bomb in front of an ESPN audience
an insurmountable lead. Bill
Walker missed a three to tie
but Leon Dickerson came
down with (another) clutch
rebound and fed it to Roger
Breslin - who then drilled an
improbable three to tie the
game with 32.5 seconds left.
Fordham then called time
with 25.3 seconds left and
would try for one shot and the
win. They inbounded the ball
and with precious few seconds
left, Jay Fazande fed the ball to
Prioleau, who bobbled the ball,
took a few steps back, and -
bang! - drilled a three as the
buzzer sounded.
Fordham's fans rushed
onto the court and Holy Cross
could do nothing but watch.
Fordham continued on to the
NCAA play-in game (and
would lose) against St. Francis
(Pa.), the Northeastern
Conference champion.
Fordham was led by
tournament MVP Damon
Lopez, who had 26 points and
played the final 14 minutes
with 4 fouls. Jean Prioleau
added 19 with 2 3's in the OT,
including the game-winner.
Senior Mike Rice also had 12
and dished out 6 assists.
The Purple were led by Jim
Nairus' 16 points. Aaron
1990-91 MEN'S ALL-PATRIOT LEAGUE TEAMS:
First Team:
Bill Courtney - Bucknell - Jr. guard.
Bob Krizansky - Lehigh - Jr. guard.
Damon Lopez - Fordham - Sr. center.
Jim Nairus - HOLY CROSS - Sr. center.
Bruce Stankavage - Lafayette - Sr. guard.
Second Team:
Mike Bright - Bucknell - Jr. forward.
James Collins - Army - Jr. guard.
Pat King - Bucknell - Jr. forward.
Done Mbonu - Lehigh - Jr. forward.
Jean Prioleau - Fordham - Jr. guard.
1990-91 PLAYER OF THE YEAR:
Damon Lopez, Fordham.
1990-91 ROOKIE OF THE YEAR:
Dave Ardifiyo, Army.
1990-91 COACH OF THE YEAR:
Nick Macarchuk, Fordham.
1990-91 SCHOLAR-ATHLETE OF THE YEAR:
Jim Nairus, HOLY CROSS.
PATRIOT LEAGUE ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM:
Damon Lopez, Fordham (MVP).
Jim Nairus, HOLY CROSS.
Jean Prioleau, Fordham.
Bob ICrizansky, Lehigh.
Fred Herzog, Fordham.
Aaron Jordan, HOLY CROSS.
The Fordham-H.C. action takes a turn for the worse.
00,44•11. .1 I it
Jordan had 14 and 8 assists and
Leon Dickerson had 13.
Blaney commented
afterwards, "Losing cuts your
guts out. We lost and it's the
end of the season...It went
down the wire, that's the body
of the game."
Despite being noticeably
disappointed, the Holy Cross
players were somewhat
optimistic about the loss. Jim
Nairus commented, "We have
nothing to be ashamed of. We
played a great team and a
classy team."
Looking back at the season,
Holy Cross was probably the
most up-and-down team in the
country with some great wins
but also some heart-breaking
losses. With the great win over
Lehigh and what just as easily
could have been a win against
Fordham, the season ended on
a positive for the Crusaders.
CROSS NOTES:
--Peter Farkas, the father of
Sophomore guard Derek
Farkas won two tickets to
anywhere in the U.S. on U.S.
Air during the halftime shoot-
out competition. Aaron
Jordan's father Andre also
competed.
--Jim Nairus was a First Team
Patriot League selection. He
was also named Patriot League
Scholar-Athlete of the year in
men's basketball and was a
GTE First Team Academic
All-American (after being
named to the second team last
year).
-The sophomores really came
on near the end of the year.
Breslin made some of the
biggest plays for the
tournament for H.C., and
Mashburn and Powell played
significant minutes.
-Juniors Leon Dickerson and
Dave Rothstein were selected
as captains for 1991-92. Coach
Blaney lauded both, saying
"This is a tremendous tribute
to both of these young men. I
could not be happier than to
see them elected co-ca,
Until next year...Tl;Crtowdre II Kiel). Jr_
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Sun, culture, and rugby
3y GEORGE BRICKFIELD
SPORTS STAFF
We knew that the Holy
Cross Rugby Team was
destined to have a good trip to
the Bahamas when our bus got
us to the airport safe, wound
and on time despite a flat tire,
and then Pan Am greeted us
with free coffee, newspapers
and magazines. The flight
down was uneventful; many
ruggers used this opportunity
and any other that they had
during the week to get ahead
in their studies.
The first evening we were
in Freeport, our hosts, the
Freeport Men's Club, took us
to a party in honor of our
arrival in the Bahamas. This
gave us the opportunity to
meet our rivals and size them
up. The rest of the weekend
was spent relaxing on the
beach and training for our
match on Monday.
Monday arrived an the first
lest Match was upon us; we
were ready to play. The
H.C.R.F.C. was pitted and
against the three-time Bahama
Cup Champions, the Freeport
Men's Rugby Club. The game_
was tight throughout and
unfortunately time ran out
before the Worcester Men's
club could make a successful
comback coming up 4 points
shy, for a final score of 13-9.
The Crusader had nothing to
be ashamed of as the whole
team played good, hard rugby.
Fine efforts were turned in
by the pack led by the
propping of Mo, Hank, and
Frances, and the hooking of
Drew Sypher. The hard hitting
shots of Taj "14" Kahn, our
other birthday boy Chris
"Deniro" Lee, Pete Popichak
and Eddie Honeker left the
Freeport Men with something
to think about the next time we
met then on the pitch.
Scoring highlights included
great try-scoring runs by Ken
Madden and H.Hump.
Outstanding efforts were also
turned in by Gene O'Brien,
Mike Pratt, Wilbur Manning,
Razor Broderick, Lou Teevan,
John Zurr, and our youngest
player (at only 15 1/2) Mike
Carr. John Sieburt might have
played a good game but he
wasn't there.
After the game we were
treated by the club to an all-
you-could eat and drink for the
low price of $50 each. We
decided to pass up their all-
too-generous offer and return
to our Billas for an easy night
of relaxation, views of some of
the island's sights, and
meditation about the day's
game.
The rest of the week was
spent taking in the many
cultural opportunities afforded
us by visiting a foreign nation.
Much time was spend
admiring the many beautiful
works of art that God had
created and had put on this
island for us to enjoy. Yet all
the time we were mindful of
our return match with the
Freeport Men's club on
Thursday.
We turned up our
intensity a notch and it paid
off as the ball bounced our way
and we emerged victorious, the
final score 17-13.
Fine play in the pack was
turned in by B. Low Whale,
Bert Brown and a first time
"A" side player, George
Brickfield. Top notch efforts
were also turned in by Pat
Sullivan, W.B. Wilbur, Ernie
Martin, and P.P. Poopee.
Overall the 2-game Test
Match was a runaway success
for the H.C.R.F.C. The club
showed good ball control,
while displaying the ability to
give and take a hit.
The entire H.C.R.F.C.
would like to take this
opportunity to thank our many
supporters, without their help
this trip would not have been
possible.
trufiaber attilete of the
THE 4 X 800 RELAY TEAM
L to R: Gallivan, Zebrak, O'Brien, and Cusack.
tett
Seniors Brian
Gallivan, Joe
Zebrak, and Tim
O'Brien and junior
Joe Cusack are
pictured in
Madison Square
Garden, where they
ran in the
prestigious Millrose
Games last month.
Their unofficial
time for the 4 X
800 relay was 7:43.
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BASEBALL:
March 23-24, FORD HAM.
March 27, at Providence.
March 28, MAINE.
April 2, U OF MASSACHUSETT'S.
SOFTBALL:
March 26, at ULowell.
March 27, MERRIMACK.
March 28, YALE.
LACROSSE:
March 23, at Lafayette.
March 7, at Merrimack.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE:
March 23, at Bucknell.
March 24, at Lock Haven.
March 27, MOUNT HOLYOKE.
TRACK:
March 23, WPI Relay.
TENNIS:
March 27, at WPI.
CREW:
March 23, at Northeastern.
HOLY CROSS BASEBALL
(3-4-1 OVERALL):
March 6, at Liberty RAIN.
March 7, at Wash. & Lee --- 6 - 9 (L-Bergamatto),
March 8, at George Mason - 0 - 5 (L-O'Neill).
March 9, at Georgetown 11- 2 (W-Leonard).
March 9, at Georgetown ---- 5 - 1 (W-Lazos).
March 16, at St. Peter's 6 - 2 (W-Leonard).
March 16, at St. Peter's 4 - 4.
March 17, at Long Island 1 - 2 (L-Liebler).
March 17, at Long Island 1 - 3 (L-O'Neill).
HITTING LEADERS:
Roman, RF .400, 0, 4.
Tabler, SS .350, 0, 2.
Lambert, OF .276, 0, 6.
Fuller, LF .259, 0, 2.
Miller, 1B .250, 0, 4.
Neary, 2B .250, 0; 3.
Holy Cross .252, 1, 32.
PITCHING LEADERS:
Lazos 1-0, 0.00, 6.6IP.
Leonard 2-0, 0.64, 14.0IP.
Liebler 0-1, 0.96, 9.3IP.
Rogers 0-0, 3.90, 4.6IP.
O'Neill 0-2, 5.40, 10.0IP.
Bergamotto- 0-1, 9.00, 8.0IP.
Holy Cross  3-4, 3.11, 52.0IP.
